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The 3*0 Sews 
Bowling 'Green State University 
thurs-     WBGU merger could threaten enrollment 
day 4-19-79 
Students urged to 
vote for SGA today 
Today is election day for 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) offices. A total of 38 
candidates are seeking 22 offices. 
Voting will be held from 9 a.m. 
to ( p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, 
Union. 
All University students, in- 
cluding part-time students, are 
eligible to vote. A picture ID and 
a spring quarter validation card 
are needed to vote. 
Meritt A. Lohr, SGA vice- 
president in charge of elections, 
urges everyone to vote. 
"Instead of complaining about 
not being able to get things done, 
this is one way that everyone can 
get involved, Lohr said. 
Election results will be an- 
nounced tomorrow at 4 p.m. in 
the Student Court Room in the 
Student Services Building. 
Exiting members 
review ups, downs 
"We the willing, led by the 
unknown, have been doing the 
impossible for the often 
ungrateful. We have done so 
much for so long with so little. We 
are now qualified to do anything 
with nothing." 
That anonymous quote was 
read by Jim C. Lemany at last 
night's Student Government 
Association (SGA) meeting to 
summarize how many members 
felt about their service In SGA. 
This was the next to last 
meeting for the outgoing SGA 
members, and most of the 
meeting was spent talking over 
accomplishments, disap- 
pointments and recom- 
mendations for next year's SGA. 
SGA voted to support a 
resolution from the Resident 
Student Association (RSA) 
executive board. That resolution 
said there was little input from 
students concerning the decision 
to bouse women in Bromf ield and 
men in Dun bar next year, and it 
asked that students be given a 
chance to be heard before such 
decisions are made in the future. 
A committee was set up to 
investigate the proposed merger 
between WBGU and WGTE after 
several SGA members expressed 
concern that such a move would 
hurt students and the University. 
SGA also decided to discuss 
with the incoming SGA officers 
the possibility of moving the date 
of elections to the eighth week of 
winter quarter at next week's 
meeting. SGA president Michael 
C. Voll said such a move would 
give SGA members more time to 
work with outgoing SGA officers 
and get better settled into their 
jobs before the year ends. 
Jim C. Whalen, academic 
affairs coordinator, said his 
recommendations to improve 
academic advising have been 
sent to University Provost 
Michael R.Ferrari. 
elsewhere 
LOS ANGELES-Tough-guy 
actor Lee Marvin is ordered to 
pay for former live-in lover 
Michelle Triola Marvin $104,000 
so she can "return from her 
status as companion of a motion 
picture star to a separate, in- 
dependent" existence. 
W ASHrNGTON-The Supreme 
Court rules that public figures 
suing for libel may inquire Into a 
Journalist's "state of mind" and 
the editorial procesc behind an 
allegedly llbelous statement. 
Page I. 
weather 
SUNNY-Hlgh 67 F (20 C), low 
44F(7C),0percent chance of 
precipitation. 
by Denis* Sakal 
staff reporter 
The University is involved in 
preliminary discussions concerning a 
possible merger between WBGU-TV 
and WGTE-TV, but if such a merger 
becomes reality, the University could 
lose more than Just a television station. 
Radio-TV-film major, Bob D. Tetzloff, 
has already begun to look for another 
institution to attend, assuming that the 
merger is finalized. He added that the 
reason he came to Bowling Green was 
the WBGU-TV facility. 
"It (the station) is the main reason I 
came to the University because 
nowhere else in this general area offers 
anything remotely similar as far as the 
chance for experience," he said. 
Design major Dave E. Elendt said 
although the design program here is 
adequate, the station kept him at the 
University. He said he heard this Is the 
best place in the state for experience. 
•PERSONALLY, IT (possible 
merger) didn't bother me because I will 
have graduated, but I remember the 
University complaining about losing 
students and I'm positive that a lot of us 
wouldn't stay here without 57," he 
added. 
"I don't know too much about the 
merger, but I will be disappointed if 
they cut off student help. I will probably 
look for another University that has 
similar opportunities to train," video 
communication and technology major 
Dave J. Zimmerlin said. 
"I wouldn't have come without 
channel 57 because to get a Job you need 
experience and I felt this station offers 
the best experience in Ohio," Brad W. 
Ritterspach said. 
RADIO-TV-FILM major Bob Brown, 
who began working at the station in the 
fall, said he had been thinking about 
transferring to a technical school, but 
after working at the station, he said he 
has learned a iot and decided not to 
transfer. 
"I would say 90 percent of the reason 
why students came to the University 
was because of this building here," 
Dave George said, adding he was not 
impressed by a tour of the University. 
After a tour of the station, he was very 
impressed with the facilities. 
All the students interviewed agreed 
the station offers a valuable learning 
experience that cannot be obtained 
through classes. 
"The program has helped me 
because I've learned more through 
application than I ever did working 
with theories in classrooms," radio-TV- 
film major Becky M. Slemp said. "The 
experience is beyond compare. A 
person working here, even if they have 
not had commercial experience, would 
probably have an advantage over 
others." 
SLEMP SAID she was concerned 
when she first heard about the merger 
because she did not want to see the 
availability of this experience be lost 
"I spend a lot of time here. The only 
limit to learning in this facility is that 
which the student places on himself," 
she added. 
Although nothing has been decided 
about the merger, there is a possibility 
students could remain working for the 
new station. However, some students 
said they would not travel the distance 
if the new station were located in 
Toledo. 
"There's a lot of time commuting and 
students have classes. I think it would 
Nicholson 'fights' way to top of karate ranks 
by Keith Ammon 
Ten years ago Mary Anne Nicholson started taking karate classes. She was 
Mary Anne Wallace then, and she started karate to impress her fiancee. 
"I was in it for almost a whole quarter before he found out!" she said, 
laughing. 
Today her motivation has switched but Mary Anne still impresses people. 
She's now a third degree black belt (dan) and was recently voted the American 
Karate Association's "Outstanding Member of the Year." 
Karate is traditionally a male art, and Nicholson admits to being totally 
shocked by the award. 
"This is the first time in 10 years that I've gotten recognition on my own," she 
said 
When I started, I was the only woman in a class of 50. They had to smuggle me 
through their locker room to get to workouts in the old Men's Gym." 
Now, as a third dan, Nicholson is one of the highest-ranking women in 
American karate, and, as state representative to the AKA, she can, and is, 
doing something to change things. 
"She really strives for Improving the women's role in karate," said AKA 
President John Sharkey, adding that Nicholson is the only woman represen- 
tative in the AKA. 
It's not surprising that one of the first changes she pushed for aa an AKA rep. 
expended women's sparring divisions, separating competitors Into beginner, 
Intermediate and advanced ranks. That change was baaed on her own ex- 
perience. 
"I never really got Into competition because the women's division was so 
unfair," she said. They'd have one women's division-white belt through black 
in the same division-what a crock!" 
Another change she Influenced was in kata (form) competition. 
"At our tournaments now, everyone (men and women) does kata together," 
she said. "The divisions are based solely on rank." 
Rank is the traditional dividing factor in karate, but even as a black belt, 
Mary Anne sometimes has problems asserting the authority that goes with her 
position. 
"There's no more chauvinistic group of males in the world than black belts," 
she said. "They're very strong-minded people. When you put those guys 
together and you throw a woman In-" 
Her favorite tales of chauvinism come from tournaments, such as an AAU 
event that she helped organize a few years ago. 
"I was the women's certification chairman for the AAU, and I had to learn the 
rules just as well as everyone else did. I knew them, but all those guys did was 
tell me how cute I looked in my gi!" 
Another problem comes up when she volunteers to judge points during 
competition. 
"I enjoy judging, and I'm good at it," she said. But tournament organizers 
tend to give women the pee wee and white belt divisions to judge, apparently not 
trusting them with higher ranks. 
"I constantly have to prove myself outside of our school. I have to be better 
than men just to break even," she said. "But now that I'm a third dan I'm 
respectable.   Atleast they can't ignore me." 
Nicholson will not be ignored, and that sometimes causes problems for her 
husband Bob, a fourth-dan and the chief instructor at the University's AKS 
school. 
According to Mary Anne, he "gets caught between a rock and a hard place" 
when her views conflict with those of other (male) black belts at meetings. 
Those problems don't arise in teaching though. 
"It's Bob's school, he's the ranking person," she said. And while It's 
sometimes hard "not to treat him like a husband when we're teaching," things 
usually work out well.  
"I like to keep things organized, so I usually get the paperwork. Bob has 
imagination, I carry out the ideas. He's a fighter and I'm a kataperson. He has 
the patience to teach beginners, I couldn't take that, so I work with in- 
termediates and advanced people." 
She also works with the women in the school, making sure they receive no 
special treatment. 
"We lose a lot of women through sparring," she said. "They don't like pain or 
getting hit." 
Mary Ann* Nicholson command* th* attention of h*r karate 
students   with   action  (abov*  top)  and  class lactur*   (abov*). 
staff photos by Time Westhoven 
Nicholson conduct* Intermediate and advanced karate classes 
Monday and Thursday at the R*c Center. 
be too much to ask of the students, and 
"there Is no way they're going to And 
cheaper workers," said Slemp. 
LACK OF transportation and time 
were the main reasons given by 
students who said they probably would 
not continue working at the station if it 
were located in Toledo. 
"I think it would be too much to ask a 
student to go up to Toledo. Especially 
for more than one quarter because I 
know students who student teach and 
drive up everyday, but they only do that 
one quarter," Ritterspach said. 
Ritterspach said he was concerned 
and angry thatWBGU-TVhad to find out 
the way they did about the merger, 
explaining that University officials had 
talked about the possible merger for 
some time without consulting anyone 
from the station. 
New EOC 
director 
seeks 
interaction 
by Rick Rlmtlspach 
staff reporter 
Beverly L. Mullins has been 
named the University's director of 
Equal Opportunity Compliance 
(EOC). 
Mullins, who has been the acting 
director of the EOC office since last 
August, was selected from 71 can- 
didates who applied forth* position. 
The EOC director is responsible 
for coordinating, implementing and 
monltorine th» University's af- 
firmative action plan, according to 
Myron M. uienault, assistant vice 
president of institutional contracts. 
Chenault said Mullins was chosen 
on the basis of her background, 
experience and potential to go 
forward with the program. "I feel 
really good about having Bev here," 
he said. 
"We don't get very 
much interaction 
with students, 
maybe because 
they don't know 
that we can help 
them, but we can." 
MORE WORKSHOPS to increase 
awareness of the problems that 
handicapped, minority groups and 
women face in seeking employment 
are an important part of the af- 
firmative action program, Chenault 
added. 
Mullins said she hopes such 
workshops will "sensitize the 
community to the employment 
problems these people face." 
Two of Mullins' goals are to create 
a greater awareness in the com- 
munity of the University's af- 
firmative action program and to see 
more women, minorities and han- 
dicapped hired at the University. 
MULLINS SAID she would like to 
see more students get involved with 
EOC. 
"We don't get very much In- 
teraction with students, maybe 
because they don't know that we can 
help them, but we can," Mullins 
said. 
Mullins said she wants to keep her 
office in 705 Administration Bldg. 
open for comments and criticisms. 
Prior to becoming acting director 
of EOC, Mullins served aa its 
assistant director, and previously 
was a consultant in the University's 
Office of Resource Planning. 
Mullins graduated from Linden 
McKinley High School In Columbus 
In 1972. She earned her bachelor's 
degree in business administration 
here In 1970 and completed her 
master's degree in business at the 
University in 1977. 
■» 
opinion— 
our choices 
for today's election 
It's spring, and that means election time again for the Student 
Government Association (SGA)-a time to get some fresh blood cir- 
culating through the organization and, hopefully, to bring to the fore some 
original and exciting ideas for representing and serving the University 
student community of over 15,000. 
The field of candidates this year is considerably fewer in number than 
last year-less than half the size. Based on evaluation of their platforms 
and the amount of interest and energy the candidates have displayed, the 
News endorses the following candidates for SGA executive off ices in the 
UMWl 
PRESIDENT: Michael D. Zinicola, Student Services Ticket (SST) 
VICE-PRESIDENT: Jackie M. Oster, Students Committed to action 
Ticket (SCAT) 
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Tom 
Washbush.SST 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR: Raymond William Braun, SST 
STATE AND COMMUNITY AFFARIS COORDINATOR: Mark E. Krach, 
SST 
UAO-DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE: Megan E. Sheppard, SCAT; and Scott 
Stevenson, SST 
There also are 11 senatorial district positions for SGA. For larger 
districts, more than one representative is chosen. Based on evaluation of 
the candidates, the News endorses the following candidates for SGA 
senatorial positions in 197940: 
DISTRICT 1-OFFENHAUER TOWERS: Lyndsey Phillips, SST 
DISTRICT 2-MACDONALD, PROUT, FRENCH HOUSE: Jane Mosconi, 
SST; and Mary Kay Zajac, SCAT 
DISTRICT 3-FOUNDERS: DanaKortokrax.SST 
DICTRICT 4-RODGETS, KOHL, CONKLTN: James M. McGuire, SST; 
and Kenneth C. Kuhl, SST 
DISTRICT 5-ASHLEY, BATCHELDER: Laura Cooper, SCAT 
DISTRICT 6-COMPTON, DARROW: no candidate 
DISTRICT 7-ANDERSON, BROMFIELD: Will Stroup, SCAT 
DISTRICT 8-CHAPMAN, DUNBAR: Karen Twitchell, SST 
DISTRICT 9-FRATERNITIES: John A. Hollinger, SCAT 
DISTRICT 10-SORORITIES: Nancy Donovan, SST 
DISTRICT 11-OFF-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES: Mark A. Gerbec, 
independent; Leslie Skaff, SCAT; and Mark H. Henderson, SST. 
cambodia saved by 
.^photographer^ 
ar 
WASHTNGTON-It's amazing how 
history can turn on so many little 
events. According to an excerpt in 
Gerald Ford's book, Henry Kissinger, 
his secretary of state, James 
Schlesinger, his secretary of defense, 
and the President were in a heated 
debate over how to react to the Cam- 
bodian seizure of the Mayaguez, and 
whether the United States should 
retaliate with massive air strikes. 
Art 
Buchwald 
White House photographer David 
Kennedy was taking photos of the 
debate when he interjected himself into 
the conversation and said, "Has anyone 
considered that this might be the act of 
a local Cambodian commander who has 
taken it into his own hands to stop any 
ship that comes by?" 
APPARENTLY the three great men 
hadn't, and Kennedy's view prevailed. 
Instead of massive air strikes, Ford 
writes, he ordered only limited air 
strikes against a few Cambodian 
military targets 
I wasn't there, of course, but when I 
read the excerpt I began imagining the 
KENNERLY: "All right, Mr. 
President. You get in the middle. Henry 
will be arguing with you on your right, 
and, Mr. Schlesinger, you look as if 
you're disagreeing with both of them." 
KISSINGER: "Mr. President, I say 
we bomb the hell out of them. We have 
to teach them the United States is still 
the major power in the world." 
FORD: "Yes, that would be a good 
idea. Jim, can you tell the Pentagon I 
want a massive air strike?" 
SCHLESINGER: "No problem. We 
have B-52s all loaded and ready." 
KENNERLY: "Great. Let me Just 
get a light reading. All right now, how 
about the President sitting down and 
both you gentlement studying a map of 
Cambodia? In this one I'd like a smile 
from you, Mr. Schlesinger." 
SCHLESINGER: "I NEVER smile." 
PRESIDENT: "That's true, David. 
I've never seen Schlesinger smile." 
KISSINGER: "I can smile." 
KENNERLY:  "Well,  since  you're 
thinking  about  massive  air strikes 
against Cambodia maybe you better 
look serious." 
PRESIDENT: "I agree. Since this is 
for history we want to make sure the 
American people to know that I con- 
sider the taking of one our ships a grave 
matter." 
KENNERLY: "Mr. Schlesinger, 
would you mind taking your pipe out of 
your mouth? The smoke Is covering up 
the President's face." 
SCHLESINGER: "I always have a 
pipe in my mouth." 
KISSINGER: "The way I see it, we 
Just keep dropping bombs day and night 
until they give us back the Mayaguez." 
KENNERLY: "Henry, maybe you 
could use your hands to simulate a 
bombing attack. Don't look at me. Look 
at the President. That's a beautiful 
scowl, Mr. Schlesinger." 
SCHLESINGER: "I'm not 
scowling." 
PRESIDENT: "That's the way Jim 
looks all the time, David. Gentlemen, 
you don't think I'll be accused of over- 
reacting, do you?" 
SCHLESINGER: "Whocares?" 
KISSINGER: "The American people 
are crying for some sort of action after 
our ignominious withdrawal from 
Vietnam. A good massive bombing will 
make everyone feel better." 
KENNERLY: "That was terrific. 
Let's try one more. How about the 
President in a football crouch as if he's 
going to center the ball? Henry, you be 
the quarterback, and, Mr. Schlesinger, 
you look as if Henry's going to give the 
ball to you." 
PRESIDENT: "I think before we go 
ahead we should ask someone else's 
opinion. David, what do you think about 
bombing Cambodia into the Stone 
Age?" 
KENNERLY: "The way I see it, 
probably some hotshot local com- 
mander decided to grab the Mayaguez 
without checking with Phnom Penh " 
KISSINGER: "Why didn't we think 
of that?" 
SCHLESINGER: "I theagfat of it. I 
just didn't mention it." 
PRESIDENT: "Good work, David." 
KENNERLY: "It's nothing, Mr. 
President, that's what White House 
photographers are for!" 
(c) lf», Las Aagelet Times Syn- 
dicate  
^ 
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guest column 
musician sticks up for disco 
Any semi-regular reader of the BG 
News has probably found him or herself 
bombarded the last few weeks with 
various columns and letters directed 
towards disco music. 
We seem to have quite a few "ex- 
perts" out there and obviously there 
exists some discrepancy in opinions. 
However, the purpose of my column is 
not to degrade or judge the character of 
any of these people (I apoligize if I do 
so), but rather to offer a perspective 
you have all seemed to neglect-the 
musician's view. 
My professional career began nearly 
five years ago. However, I have been 
playing and performing (alto, tenor, 
soprano, ban saxes, flute, piano and 
voice) since early grade school. 
Throughout this time, I have had the 
honor of meeting and more importantly 
playing with several superb artists, 
musically and commercially. I have 
worked, toured and recorded with 
several rock, Jazz, Jazz-rock and rock- 
n-roll bands as well as learning the 
roots of music from schools and superb 
individual instruction. Also, I am very 
much involved in the "commercial" 
aspect of music from my experience 
and training as a D. J. at WFAL. 
NOW, THE reason for laying these 
credentials out to you is not to attract 
autograph hounds and glossy collec- 
tors, but rather because I realize many 
of you "experts" are reaching for your 
pens this very moment to question my 
validity. 
Personally, from a musical stand- 
point, I don't think disco holds much 
water. However, I am appalled at how 
one writer can slam bands into a good 
or bad category and make me feel like a 
fool for having my stereo pointed at 9W 
FM!! You see, I personally dig jazz. 
And I'm sure many other Jazz buffs will 
light up when I mention my love for 
Bird, Dizzy, Sonny Stitt, Trane, Monk, 
Phil Woods, and Clark Terry. However, 
not to be close-minded to the great 
artists of today, I also dig people from 
all types of music. People such as; 
Herbie Hancock, Jimmy Page, Tower 
* A 
Kevin 
Lee 
Hooper 
of Power, Donna Summer, Earth, Wind 
and Fire, The Brecker Brothers, 
Maynard Ferguson, Pink Floyd.Steely 
Dan and a list of countless others. You 
see, there are good talented people in 
almost every type of music. One cannot 
simply over-look that fact even if he 
"hates" or thinks he "hates" that 
particular Idiom. 
When we speak of the disco idiom, we 
often hear such words as "■"com- 
mercialism." Each musician, at one 
time or another, finds himself faced 
with the dreaded crossroads of com- 
mercialism. Great artists from all 
fields such as Buddy Rich, Maynard 
Ferguson, Paul McCartney, Eric 
Clapton and the Beach Boys to list a 
few. Well then, what exactly Is com- 
mercialism? 
WHEN I speak of commercialism, I 
am dealing with the difference between 
playing music for yourself at the risk of 
not being profitable to catering to the 
public in hopes of being financially 
successful. That, my friends, is the 
technical definition. The cold, hard 
definition in simply: Staying alive 
(sorry if I have offended any of you 
anti-disco warriors who may have 
disregarded those two words from Mr. 
Webster's vocabulary). Many 
musicians must be commercial in order 
to survive. One gets the impression the 
public believes that musicians are 
"godly beings" blasted out of stereos 
and P.A.'s that leisurly decide their 
musical styles. A musician is Just like 
many of you students-trying to be 
successful and make both ends meet at 
the same time. And here we come to 
one of these methods of survival-disco. 
I've tried to be pretty much open- 
minded up to this point, however, a few 
letters in the paper, especially Bob 
Weingartner's really hit home. I feel as 
a musician, fellow listener and student 
I cannot let it go without feedback. 
Mr. Weingartner has flat out called 
me and you fools in such a manner that 
reveals his intentions as not continuing 
as a professional journalist. He has 
thrown together a category of so called 
"good" and "bad" bands with whim- 
sical empty explanation of his choices. 
Which I must say at least made me 
laugh-thanks Bob. I am sure Bob is a 
fine human being and person, however, 
he should keep his slaunderous opinions 
off the pages representing both our 
campus and Bowling Green's Journalist 
department. 
Well, scanning through Tuesday's 
issue of the BG News we come.acrjas 
still another hit s^naivetyi Let's see, it 
has been said that the musicians on 
many disco hits are not names and 
talents in their own rights. What about: 
Randy Brecker, Steve Gadd, Mike 
Brecker, Phil Woods, Lou Marini, Steve 
Kahn, Rick Derringer (that's right), 
Tom Scott and Wayne Shorter? Who are 
these "nobodies" you ask-Well try 
reading the credits on Steely Dan, 
Santana,    Bad   Co.,    ELO,    Paul 
letters. 
McCartney, Todd Rundgren and Pink 
Floyd. You Just might be amazed at all 
the "nobodies" you're turning on tol! 
ON A more personal level, the band 
that I've been lucky enough to work 
with the past year or so is very diverse. 
We try to bill ourselves as a funky Jazz- 
rock band, but it's not rare for the band 
to break into a set with Rick James' 
"You and I" or equally on the other 
hand with ELO's "Roll Over 
Beethoven." Just as if I was spinning 
wax on the air-it's geared to the people. 
And.speaking of people...there are 
that: people. Never should a person be 
looked down upon because of his or bar 
musical tastes. If he or she digs it-it's 
good. I could spend equal time if I 
jiesired cuttuj^ down a lot of rock ij^d 
I'm sure many of you could do the same 
to jazz-However what kind of music 
talks to you is your own bag and is good. 
Don't ever be told otherwise!! 
So folks, the next time you feel so 
moved to bless the campus with your 
"expert" opinions, let's see you back it 
up. You've seen my credentials, I 
welcome yours. 
Kevin L. Hooper Is a itudeot at the 
University. 
claims sst 
didn't mislead 
As a resident advisor and concerned 
student at the University, I feel 
obligated to comment on the recent 
articles concerning the Student Ser- 
vices Ticket and the upcoming SGA 
election. The crux of the articles con- 
cerned the alleged misrepresentation of 
the qualifications of two SST can- 
didates. It should be noted that the 
error in Nadine Furich's posters has 
been previously corrected by the 
Elections and Opinions Board at the 
start of campaigning. The candidate 
referred to in Skip Leisure's article has 
withdrawn from the election prior to 
the campaigning season. Consequently, 
the SST party had not reviewed her 
posters nor were any posters 
distributed at the University. 
The focus of these articles has been 
on the unethical presentation of the 
qualifications of the SST candidates. 
However, an objective review of the 
candidates' records yields the 
following: Mike Zinicola has served as 
presidential assistant and is working on 
various SGA committees and projects. 
Nadine Burich, who by the way has 
served as an executive member of RSA, 
has been an SGA board chairman. Tom 
Washbush is currently serving as the 
assistant to the Student Representative 
to the Board of Trustees. Ray Braun 
has been working with Jim Whalen on 
the Academic Affairs Board this year, 
and Mark Krach has been involved in 
several University organizations, in- 
cluding WFAL, and the BGRNO. 
In conclusion, I fed the SST party 
overshadows, on the basis of 
qualifications, the other candidates. 
And, I am proud to say, the SST will 
receive my full support at the polls 
today. 
CorySelbrade 
244 MacDonakl West 
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Congress ponders draft rebirth      hriflfa 
4-19-79   The BG News   a 
by David Drake 
College campuses were nearly torn 
apart by students protesting the draft 
and U.S. Involvement in Vietnam 
almost a decade ago. The issue of the 
draft, is cautiously being raised in 
Congress again. 
Presidential authority to induct men 
into the service expired July 1, 1(73, 
although President Nixon had stopped 
inductions six months earlier. In 1975, 
President Ford stopped mandatory 
draft registration in an all-out effort to 
make the All Volunteer Force work. At 
that time, the Selective Service System 
was put on deep standby. 
Since, the armed services have relied 
entirely on volunteers to fill its ranks. 
Members of Congress and the Defense 
Department have become concerned 
that volunteers are not of either great 
enough quantity or quality to meet the 
needs of the Department of Defense. 
There are nine bills before the House 
of Representatives that call for either 
reinstatement of the draft or 
registration of all eligible males, and In 
some cases, eligible females. 
PROPONENTS OF the draft claim 
that All Volunteer Force is pot filling its 
manpower requirements. The 
Department of Defense has based these 
requirements on a hypothetical 
situation it believes is highly probable. 
The scenario is a major war with the 
Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies 
in Europe, the Mediterranean and the 
North Atlantic. According to the 
Department of Defense, the war would 
begin with intense combat resulting in 
high casualties, followed by a tapering- 
off of fighting and the mobilization of 
U.S. civilian industry and manpower to 
continue the conflict. 
The Department of Defense feels that 
the conflict would not involve nuclear 
weapons. 
USING THIS scenario, the Depart- 
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ment of Defense feels that the current 
active duty strength of 2.1 million 
personnel plus the reserve forces will 
not be sufficient to meets its projected 
defense requirements. 
Defense Department figures show 
that the number of men reaching 18 will 
drop from 2.1 minion in 1979 to 1.7 
million In 1967. With the declining 
numbers, the Defense Department 
estimates it will need to recruit one out 
of every 4.6 18-year-old males instead 
of the present 5.6. 
The Defense Department also is 
concerned with the declining quality of 
recruits. 
REP. RICHARD C. White (D-Texas) 
andchairmanof the House Military 
Personnel Subcommittee stated in a 
letter that the Selective Service System 
is not in a position to meet current 
mobilization requirements. This 
problem, he said, is aggravated by a 
shortage of over 100,000 personnel in the 
reserves. 
THE COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION 
endorses 
TOM SAMPLE 
for 
OFF-CAMPUS DISTRICT 11 
SENATOR 
All of the draft bills before the House 
are in subcommittee, now and, ac- 
cording to White, are not being acted 
on. One of the bills calls for induction to 
begin July 1,1979. 
Reinstatement of the draft would 
probably have a negative affect on 
University enrollment because most of 
the present legislation does not allow 
for draft deferments for college 
students. 
ACCORDING TO Cary Brewer, 
registrar, from 1987 to 1971 when 
college deferments were in effect. 
University male enrollment was 
slightly greater than that of females. In 
1973, when the draft was ended, 
enrollment began to shift and females 
began to outnumber males. The current 
enrollment is 7,625 men and 10,289 
women. 
John Martin, director of admissions, 
stated that the University has not 
planned what action it would take if the 
draft were reinstated. 
"Until something gets firmed up, its 
hard to react," Martin said. "We would 
have to see what provisions are made. 
Right now its just a bunch of ifs." 
COLONEL RAY Hill, chairman of the 
military science department, said that 
reinstating the draft would increase 
enrollment in the Reserved Officers 
Training Corp (ROTC) program. Hill 
said the students currently enrolled in 
the program are those who want to be in 
the military. 
Vista recruitment 
tool to Joi a iraob 
Phi Kappa Tau 
Basketball Marathon 
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§*•••••••••••••••••**"*** 
Hydraulic Room 9-1 
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Two former Volunteers In Service to America (VISTA) workers will recruit 
University students today and tomorrow in the Placement Office, 360 Student 
Services Bldg. Interested students can stop in for an interview or call 372-2350 
for information. 
Squash exhibition 
A squash exhibition will be held at the Student Recreation Center today at 7 
p.m., followed by an open squash clinic at 9 p.m. Charles McKnight, a ranked 
amateur squash player from Toledo, will conduct the program which is free and 
public. 
Summer camp jobs 
The Easter Seal Society will conduct interviews at the University for 
summer camp positions including working with handicapped males and giving 
swimming instruction. Interested students should sign up for interviews before 
April 28 at the Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg. 
Swan Club presentation 
The University Swan Club will present an aquatic version of Lewis Carroll's 
"Alice in Wonderland" at 7:30 p.m. today through Saturday In the Student 
Recreation Center's Cooper Pool. Tickets are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for 
non-students and are available at the door the evening of the show. 
Gary Keller enjoys being able lo rebuild 
old cars in his spare time. He also enjoys 
working on his career at Solar full time. A 
career in which Gary assumes total oper- 
ating responsibility for one of Solar's ma- 
jor plants. 
"I enjoy doing my own house additions 
and car rebuilding for the same reason I 
enjoy managing a $67-million manufac- 
turing operation," Gary says. "It's an excit- 
ing challenge." 
A challenge which is now available for 
others with advanced degrees in Indus- 
trial Management and an interest in 
manufacturing technology and in- 
dustrial engineering. 
People 
Power 
helps 
prevent 
Mrth 
defects 
March of Dimes 
Solar has immediate openings for 
management trainees in purchasing. 
Career opportunities also are available in 
production control, materials manage- 
ment, industrial engineering and more. 
Growth potential at Solar is virtually un- 
limited. Also unlimited is the potential for 
a rewarding life style in beautiful San 
Diego. Solar employees enjoy year- 
round sports, recreational activities and 
sunshine. Which, in Gary Keller's case, 
means plenty of time for rebuilding cars. 
We'll be on campus April 26 and 27. 
If you're interested in driving home a 
career with a leading manufacturer of in- 
dustrial turbine engines, sign up at the 
placement office today. Or you can call 
Tom Graham collect at (714) 238-6027 or 
write in confidence to Solar Turbines 
International. Spn Diego, CA 92138. 
An Operating Group of international Harvetaw 
I 
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Widening horizons 
by Jim Flick 
•tall reporter 
While he was growing up on the Island 
of Ceylon, Dr. Ernest Champion was 
not concerned with ethnicity or 
preserving pluralistic culture. 
"In little Ceylon, I could afford to be 
provincial. The world certainly isn't 
looking there," be said. 
Now, as an associate professor and 
assistant director of ethnic studies at 
the University, Champion is concerned 
about  the  narrowness   of  students' 
Prof says students must 
shed traditional views 
"One of the problems here Is the 
provincialism of the student body," he 
said. "But the students are not to blame 
for this. If they're not exposed to 
(foreign cultures) In college, they're 
going to have a provincial outlook." 
IT IS ESSENTIAL for American 
students to shed their provincialism. 
Champion explained, because "there is 
not a problem in the world that can be 
solved without American in- 
volvement." 
Because American college students 
will someday lead a country that leads 
the world, they must be able to look at 
the world in a worldly light, with 
comprehension of cultures other than 
their own, he added. 
While the ethnic studies department 
may be the cure for provincialism at 
the University, Champion shed his own 
provincialism by teaching and studying 
In several different countries. 
AFTER EARNING a bachelor's 
degree in English from the University 
of Ceylon and teaching in that country- 
now known as Sri Lanka-Champion 
earned a scholarship to the University 
of London, where he studied two years. 
Studying in London was an eye- 
opening experience, he said, but was 
only the beginning. After teaching in his 
homeland again for a few years, he 
went to Sierra Leone, Africa in 1966 to 
work in a United Nations-sponsored 
teachers' college. 
In Africa, he was an assistant 
professor of English. The faculty was 
composed of university professors from 
all over the world, a microcosmic in- 
ternational viUaa^,'U was a veritable 
United NaUorJ^EjilBipion said. 
"THOSE FOUR years were the most 
wonderful experience in my life," he 
said. "My children were born there. 
Once, when my daughter Rosha was 
asked what the most memorable ex- 
perience in Mr life was, she said her 
time in Africa, without any prompting. 
"I found there was a great deal to 
learn there. For example, I learned 
there that the African culture Is a very 
ancient and prefound one." 
Champion    stressed    that    ethnic 
studies Is not just for minority students. 
"We need to build bridges (between 
cultures)," he said. "Students need to 
know more about other cultures so that 
they can look at the world seriously and 
with a raised consciousntfi." 
"One of the problems here is the 
provincialism of the student body. But 
the students are not to blame for this. If 
they're not exposed to (foreign 
cultures) in college, they're going to 
have a provincial outlook." 
At the end of those four years, 
Champion came to the United States 
"in search of a Ph.D." He came to the 
University in 1970, with the prompting 
of a fellow Ceylonese who was studying 
at the University. 
HE EARNED both his master's 
degree and doctorate at the University. 
His doctoral thesis was titled "The 
Contribution of English to Nationalism 
in Western Africa." 
"English, introduced as the language 
of the master, was taken by the slave 
and used as a tool in his fight for 
freedom," Champion explained. The 
use of English as a common language 
helped unite the disparate African 
tribes, he added. 
The United States also faces the 
problem of cultural disunity, Champion 
said. 
"The United States is a cultural 
mosaic," he said. "The beauty of any 
mosaic lies in its parts. 
"ETHNIC STUDIES believes in this 
pluralism of the American experience 
and that academia should pay attention 
to the history and development of the 
diverse ethnic groups that form this 
nation." 
Minority students need to learn about 
their unique ethnic heritage. Champion 
said.  "James  Baldwin put  It well: 
When the white child reads history, he 
hears the footfall of the Greek and 
Roman. When a black child reads 
history, does he hear the footfall of the 
African?' 
"EVEN NOW, black children are not 
exposed to Afro-American or African 
history. They need to be able to look to a 
homeland. 
Champion grew up in a Ceylon that 
was still virtually a colony of England, 
and learned a colonialized version of 
history. "I knew all about the kings of 
England but I didn't know a damned 
thing about Ceylonese history," he said. 
"It comes to you much later. When it 
was happening, we had very little to say 
about it, but looking back, there Is a 
certain sense of regret. 
"I SAW THE same thing happening 
in Africa. There is a backlash, and it 
leads to this super-ultra-nationalism, 
and-everthlng else." 
Each place he has lived-includlng 
Bowling Green-has taught him 
t~'MtM"E new, Champion said. 
"I consider myself a very fortunate 
and lucky man," he said. "I've bad a 
chance to study and teach In the United 
States, England, Africa and Ceylon. I 
can only hope that this has broadened 
my outlook and helped me to un- 
derstand people better. 
Dr. Ernest Champion 
Blackout would leave University dark 
by Keith Jameson 
ataff reporter 
If there is a repeat of last Friday's 
blackout, both the University and 
the city will be left in the dark. 
The University has no back-up 
power line should the substation on 
Thurstin Avenue, across from the 
Administration Building, fail, ac- 
cording to Charles L. Codding, 
director of the University's 
Technical Services. 
Codding said that all the lights 
would go out except for the battery 
operated lights in some stairwells 
and those buildings that have 
natural gas or dieael generators, like 
the Library, the heating plant, the 
Student Recreation Center, the 
Music Building and the Math- 
Science Building. 
Campus Safety and Security 
would be able to operate off the 
Library's generator. Codding said, 
adding that essential services could 
be maintained in Offenhauer Towers 
and the Genetic Research 
Laboratory. 
MOST OF THE telephones, in- 
cluding students', would be 
operative and the University could 
operate effectively for about 24 
hours, Codding said, adding that 
most of the battery-operated lights 
would be good for about two hours. 
If power is out for an extended 
period of time, the University can 
rent generators on trucks from a 
firm in Detroit, Codding said, adding 
that the Ice Arena was kept operated 
on one such generator for four days 
once. 
The city has no back-up source of 
electricity. Plans are being made to 
purchase gas generators for the city 
administration building, according 
to J. Robert Hillwig, city electrical 
engineer. 
Hillwig said the city Is pricing the 
generators so communication 
through city hall may be kept open. 
A LIST OF essential city per- 
sonnel is being drawn up to quicken 
notification in the event of another 
blackout, Hillwig said. 
Hillwig said that the blackout is 
attributed to a failure in a reverse- 
current relay station and that a new 
control system will be operative by 
September that would automatically 
correct any similar failures. 
Both officials said that aside from 
the generators, there is nothing to do 
when there is a blackout except try 
to find and correct the problem 
quickly. 
Codding added that there is no 
explanation why the University did 
not experience the blackout because 
all the city's substations went out 
except the ewHaat sen Ices the 
University. 
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NAVY OFFICER. 
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY THE MOMENT 
YOU GET THE STRIPES. 
A lot of big corporations offer you a big 
title. But how many offer a young college 
graduate a really important job? 
As a Navy Officer, you don't have 
to wait to do a job that counts. We give 
you one as soon as you've earned your 
commission. A job with responsibility for 
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars 
of complex equipment. A job that requires 
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers 
have been doing proudly for 200 years. 
If that's the kind of job you're looking 
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find 
that Navy Officers have unequalled 
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, 
Aviation, and Engineering. 
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia, 
tollfree800-342-5855.) Early responsibility. 
It's what being a Navy Officer is-all about. 
NAVY OPPORTUNITY a*. 
INFORMATION CENTER 
P.O. Box 2000. Pelham Manor. NY. 10803 
□ Send me information on Career Opportunities 
in the Navy (0O). 
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Frat house damage increases says IFC adviser 
Violence. 
According to Webster's dictionary, it 
Is the use of physical force to damage or 
Injure. 
To some fraternities, it may range 
from breaking windows to physically or 
mentally abusing a pledge. 
"The fraternity system is its own 
worst enemy.Chapters tolerate 
violence rather than get another 
chapter mad," said Wayne Colvin, 
Interfraternlty Council (IFC) adviser, 
when asked about violence within and 
between fraternities. 
Colvin, who has been adviser to IFC 
for three years, said damaged within 
fraternities has increased almost 100 
percent since last year. Colvin said it 
cost men living in fraternity houses 
19.20 per person for damages last year. 
He predicted the rates to be even higher 
this year. 
Colvin attributed the substantial 
increase to a new method of reporting 
damages that requires houses to report 
all damages instead of only major 
problems. He said this new system has 
been in effect since last fall quarter. 
Colvin said he believes fraternities 
tend to get in more trouble than other 
groups because they are a more visible 
group than dorms. He said they are an 
easy group to blame when something 
goes wrong. 
Colvin said this year individuals 
within the houses will be billed for the 
damage they do rather than the old 
practice of billing the entire chapter or 
the university. 
"Guys in the houses will now be more 
responsible. They'll put peer pressure 
on their brothers to curb damage,'' 
Colvin predicted. 
Another problem stemming from 
fraternity violence in the ancient 
practice of hazing, physically and 
mentally abusing fraternity pledges, 
Colvin pointed out. Hazing within 
fraternities has always been a problem, 
but no physical abuse takes place on 
this campus, he said. 
Colvin added that all national 
fraternities lave very strict anti-hazing 
bylaws which could result In expulsion 
of members guilty of hazing. Most 
hazing is reported by parents. Any 
chapter caught hazing could lost their 
charter. 
"Hazing is a result of a lack of 
creativity in pledge programs. Pledges, 
looking for acceptance by the frater- 
nity, do whatever they are told. All this 
leads to a continuance of different 
forms of hazing," Colvin said. 
Colvin also said moderate gains have 
been achieved in eliminating all types 
of hazing, but hazing can only be ter- 
minated by creative and constructive 
pledge programs. 
Violence in intramural sports is often 
the complaint of both greeks and in- 
dependents. 
Maurice Sandy, intramural sports 
director, said fraternity violence In 
intramurals   stems   from   the  com- 
petition for All-Sports points. 
Although there are more incidents 
reported in independent intramurals, 
Sandy said there is a higher percentage 
of unsportsmanlike conduct In 
fraternity athletics because of the in- 
tensity of the competition. 
There always are a few who use 
unsportsmanlike conduct, but Sandy 
quickly pointed out that he has seen 
more Incidents of good sportsmanship 
between fraternities than In- 
dependents. 
"Fraternities almost always shake 
hands or give cheers for the other team 
after a defeat, whereas independents 
usually walk away without shaking 
hands," Sandy added. 
U. Gerkins of Campus Safety and 
Security does not feel there is such a 
thing as fraternity violence. He said his 
department gets just as many calls 
from  dormitories  as  they do tram 
fraternities. 
"Fraternities are more loose than 
dorms, but I don't think violence la any 
more of a problem In fraternities than It 
is in dorms," Gerkins added. 
A poll of local bar owners supported 
Gerkins statements that fraternity 
members are no more violent than 
independents. Most of the bar owners 
agreed that the violence that does occur 
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RSA criticizes Bromfield-Dunbar dorm switch; 
advocates change in hall policy procedures 
The Bromfield-Dunbar switch, 
Residence Hall Week, and election 
of officers were discussed Tuesday 
by the Resident Student Association 
(RSA). 
Douglas B. Thomas, vice 
president of RSA, told members that 
he had talked to Barbara Y. Keller, 
director of Residence Life, and to 
the hall directors involved in the 
Bromfield-Dunbar switch. 
He said they told him the idea of 
changing Bromfield to a female 
residence hall and Dunbar to a male 
hall had been discussed since last 
year, but not formally proposed until 
very recently. 
Thomas said many people are 
upset with the way the proposal was 
handled. Neither RSA nor students 
were told about it until the final 
decision had been made. 
RSA Is against such a change 
without student involvement, 
Thomas said. 
TH( HALL directors said housing 
switches were made before without 
involving the students and they 
thought the groundwork and timing 
had been adequate. 
RSA discussed the possibilities of 
a change in policy so that this could 
not happen again, and possibilities 
of stopping the switch. 
Thomas said students should 
protest because they were not 
allowed to voice their opinions. More 
than 100 students return to each of 
the residence halls every year; they 
should have been asked for their 
views, he said. 
THOMAS SAID the switch con- 
cerns everyone because it could 
happen to other residence halls. 
This is the first year RSA has 
sponsored Residence Hall Week, 
April 23 to 27, according to Rick A. 
Haught, president of RSA. 
Activities wit include a watar 
balloon thrown*] contaat, 1-7 pm. 
Tuesday, April M, and a Friabat 
throwing accwracy until! 1-7 pjL, 
Wednesday, April». 
Each person who wins a i 
will earn points for hto or bar 
residence hall. At the end of the 
week, residence win a free cof- 
feehouse sponsored by the Union 
Activities OrganUation, according 
toHauKht. 
Nominations war* 
year's officers, and 
aartwaafc. 
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Stare at the nose 
on this Mona Lisa. 
s   What do you see? 
Four tiny dots are visible on her nose. To experience an interesting 
phenomenon, stare hard at the dots for 30 seconds. Then in.mediately 
look at the blank square beside the Mona Lisa, and blink both eyes 
quickly. 
What you will see is called an "after-image". Come to our free Mini- 
Lesson and we'll show you how this simple capability that everyone 
possesses can be used to increase reading skills. Not merely reading 
speed, but the ability to remember what is read. For that, after all is 
said and done, is what counts. 
» 
Come to a free 
Evelyn 
Mini-Lesson 
• nit 
• Improve your reading speed on the spot! 
• Experience the sensation of reading like you're 
watching a movie"! 
• Find out how the Evelyn Wood Course can improve 
your grades! 
• Learn about the special 25% student discount! 
• Enter the drawing for a free Evelyn Wood scholarship! 
BEST WESTERN MOTEL (FALCON PLAZA) 
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN QUAD 
1450 E. WOOSTER ST. 
SAT. APRIL 21 at 11:00 am 
THURS. APRIL 19 at 4:00 pm, and 7:30 pm 
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Teaching, politics keep 
Anderson in 'real'world 
staff photo by Frank Brelthaupt 
Fiva Univartlty fraahmen found Doyt L. Parry flald tha idaal place to gat an early start on a 
aummar tan yaatarday morning. Tha stadium offered privacy and acted aa a shelter againat tha ■ 
wind, according to tha bathers. 
t 
Subcommittee to define baccalaureate goals 
by Mary Dannemlllar 
ataf f reporter 
Academic Council voted yesterday to 
form a subcommittee to establish 
definitions for each of the 10 bac- 
calaureate goals to be applied to all 
college programs based on the 
suggestions of the six undergraduate 
colleges. 
In January, University Provost 
Michael R. Ferrari asked the six un- 
dergraduate colleges to elaborate on 
the goals from the colleges' per- 
spectives and comment on the 
significance and-or relevance of these 
goals for baccalaureate degree holders 
within each college. 
The colleges commented on the goals 
of problem-solving and critical 
thinking; reading and writing; com- 
putation and mathematics; speaking 
and listening; decision-making and 
values-conflict resolution; literature, 
the fine arts and other humanities; 
natural science and technology; social 
behavior and behavioral sciences; 
cultures    other   than  our own  and 
personal development. 
A report of the responses compiled by 
Dr. Peter A. Facione, University 
director of General Studies, amounted 
to about 40 pages of material and the 
responses varied in structure and 
degree of detail. 
THE FACIONE report compiled a set 
of productive responses from the 
colleges, according to Dr. Gary T. 
Heberlein, professor and chairman of 
biological sciences. 
He said the response from the 
colleges on the goals were very fruitful, 
but suggested it would be more ad- 
vantageous to form a subgroup to 
establish the best definition for each 
goal and then bring the definitions 
back to council for approval. 
Dr. James S. West, associate 
professor of marketing, said work of a 
subgroup would be a delay process 
because council will ultimately have to 
agree on how each goal should be 
stated. 
He suggested council pick one of the 
definitions and work to achieve an 
acceptable definition. 
"We are interpreting things dif- 
ferently," Dr. Genevieve E. Stang, 
associate professor of education said. 
SHE SUGGESTED council decide on 
a common understanding of the terms 
being used so there isn't a conflict of 
definitions. 
Ferrari said because council is such a 
large group, it would not be feasible to 
decide on a common definition for each 
goal. 
Dr. Stuart R. Glvens, professor of 
history, recommended that council 
discuss the distinct difference of 
opinion expressed by the colleges over 
whether there should be 10 goals or 
whether they could be categorized into 
three with subgroupings. 
HEBERLEIN SAD} council has to do 
some homework, reread the responses 
and make suggestions, because if there 
are to be any changes in the goals, it 
should be an action very clearly out of 
this group. 
If General Studies, under Facione, is 
held responsible for any changes, it 
might put them in an awkward position, 
he added. 
At Ferrari's suggestion, council 
voted to have about four members form 
a subcommittee to work with the 
original goals and the Facione report to 
develop a document that council can 
discuss. 
It was also suggested that Facione 
serve as consultant for the sub- 
committee and that if possible their 
report be ready early next month. 
by Karen Arnoa 
assistant copy editor 
In the classroom, Dr. Roger C. 
Anderson in m associate professor of 
political adance at the University. 
Outside the classroom, me is Bowling 
Green's city coundlmanfrom Ward 4. 
"I feel very comfortable In both 
worlds," Anderson, a Democrat, said. 
"You learn a lot about what's going 
on by being involved in local govern- 
ment." He feels that he can share much 
of that information with his classes. 
Anderson, a Minneapolis native, 
received his Ph.D. from the University 
of Wisconsin. 
ANDERSON considers politics a 
hobby. "I was teaching before I got 
involved In politics, although I like the 
combination, he said. 
"The University's busy time is also 
the city's busy time" and time must be 
well organized, according to Anderson, 
who will complete his second term on 
the council in December. 
As a city councilman, Anderson is 
chairman of the Public Lands and 
Buildings Committee, and is on the 
Traffic Committee, the Planning and 
Zoning Committee and the Public 
Utilities Committee. 
"YOU CAN SEE how the nights of the 
week fill up," said Anderson, who has 
been at the University for almost 12 
years. 
Party functions are a large part of the 
Job, he said, becaue "you're always 
getting ready for the next campaign." 
Anderson is also on the board of 
trustees for the Wood, Seneca, and 
Ottawa counties and is on the Sandusky 
Counties Community Action Com- 
mittee, which provides programs for 
low-income persons. 
PRIOR TO HIS appointment to 
council, Anderson was Involved In the 
1968 and 1972 presidential campaign of 
Joseph McCarthy and George 
McGovera, respectively. 
"I'm not in it for the money," he 
explained. "I enjoy helping other 
people and doing good for the com- 
munity." - 
Prestige goes along with the Johiitat 
Anderson admitted he is not Interested 
In tttk 
The job has helped him gain self- 
confidence and be "leas terrified" in 
front of large classes. "I can go on TV 
now without being terrified," he said. 
ANDERSON SAID it is too early to 
predict any problems in his re-election 
cimpaign. The main isues will include 
utility prices, drainage problems and 
the new waste water treatment plant, 
he said. 
He explained that being connected 
with the University does not prevent a 
person from being elected, and he does 
not automatically support University 
issues at council meetings. 
Some council members and citizens 
see professors as not being in the real 
world and view them with suspicion, 
Anderson said, but added, "it's 
changing a lot." 
THERE HAS been much concern 
about student-voter apathy at the 
University. Anderson said he would like 
to see the students get more Involved. 
Part of the problem is with the 
registration process, he said. 
Registration closes the second week of 
classes in fall quarter, and registration 
is "last on your list of priorities at that 
time," he explained. 
Anderson added that other reasons 
for voter apathy are that the city does 
not directly affect those living on- 
campus, and students do not always 
have time to become informed. 
HE SAID HE would like to see more 
students run for office, but realizes that 
it takes a great deal of time and effort. 
It la wishful thinking for a student 
candidate to believe that he will receive 
all of the student vote, Anderson added. 
"A student as mayor would be In- 
teresting, but he would have to be a 
really exceptional person to get elec- 
ted," he said. A student would have to 
run on an issue that would unite all the 
students, which is not very likely. 
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Vote SST 
************ 
Our candidates are qualified to serve you! 
MIKE ZINICOLA, SGA PRESIDENT 
-SG A presidential assistant 
-Member Ohio Student Association 
-Member of SGA's university relations advisory board 
-Student member of faculty senate 
NADINE BURICH, SGA VICE-PRESIDENT 
-2 years executive member of Resident Student Association 
-3 years as a dorm government member 
-SGA committee chairman 
TOM WASHBUSH, STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES 
-Assistant student representative to t he board of trustees 
-Member of the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation 
(ACGFA) 
-Student member of faculty senate 
-Member of Ohio Student Association 
RAY BRAUN, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
-Resident advisor 
-Member of academic affairs board 
MARK KR ACH, STATE AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
-Various campus experience: RSA, RA pool, IFC cabinet, house officer, 
radio work at WFAL 
-community experience as BGRNO reporter, have personally met with 
mayor, and state representative, have attended city council meetings 
************************ 
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Battle of the migrants 
Fight for increased benefits threatens area agriculture, industry 
by Vlkl Bather. 
Low-income worken, tomato 
farmers, large corporation* and 
consumers share a common 
problem: the battle of migrant 
workers for increased benefits. 
Most Americana, Including 
University students, sre totally 
Ignorant of the situation, according 
to William 0. Reichert, rti»fa-m«n of 
the political science department. 
"The problem is squeezing the life 
out of the farmers as well as the 
migrant workers," Reichert said. 
"The problem seems to start with 
migrant workers who come to 
Northwestern Ohio every year to 
help small farmers harvest 
tomatoes. Canneries like Libby and 
Campbells Soup Co. then buy the 
tomatoes. 
WORKERS want more 
money, guaranteed work, tran- 
sportation, an improved medical 
program and a custodian for each 
migrant camp. The farmers cannot 
afford to meet thee* demands so 
people look to the canneries, which 
deny any direct responsibility for 
the workers' problems, according to 
Reichert 
Migrant workers are paid 24 cents 
per hamper (33 pounds) but the crop 
supply varies, making the hourly 
wage difficult to estimate. Farm 
Labor Organizing Commmlttee 
(FLOC) representatives cite 
migrant worker wages st about $1.90 
an hour, while fanners such ss Louis 
Klass of Leipsic, Ohio maintain that 
$5.90 is s standard hourly wage. 
FLOC represents the migrant 
workers under the leadership of 
Baldemar Velasquez. At a panel 
discussion of farmers, clergy, 
processors and FLOC members 
April 9, Velasquez blamed a large 
part of the dissatisfaction on the 
workers' low income, which forces 
the entire family-including children- 
to work "Just to make ends meet" 
VELASQUEZ died Ohio as the 
largest violater of child labor laws 
and agriculture as the largest cause, 
according to a study by the U.S. 
Department of Labor. 
Klass disagreed saying, "child 
labor Is a farce." He said the need 
for labor Is practically non-existent 
since many farms are becoming 
mechanized. 
While Velasquez recognized the 
inevitable increase of technology, be 
maintained, "our demands sre not a 
reaction to mechanization. Our main 
goal is to unify the workers." 
PERHAPS THE blame rests on 
large corporations who are "buying 
up everything small," according to 
the Rev. Jim Couts, interim director 
of the Commission on Poverty and 
Economic Justice for the Ohio 
Council of Churches. 
"The refined state of food is forcing 
costs up," Reichert said, referring 
to the prepackaged and instant foods 
that overwhelm the food market. 
"Some questions should be asked 
about the not very gradual sifting of 
large sums of money In corporate 
hands," Couts said. 
Transferring the blame slightly, 
Reichert died the consumers as 
part of the cycle. "We have become 
victims of the food processing in- 
dustry." 
STRIKES DURING the summer 
and a boycott against the industry, 
Ubby-McNeU-Libby and Campbells, 
are the workers' major forms of 
protest. 
The boycott has had national 
significance, according to 
Velasquez, who said he understands 
the squeeze farmers are In. 
"But who do we make our 
demands from, the growers or the 
canners? " be asked. 
Couts saw the boycott as a way to 
redistribute the Industry's power. 
The only way to settle the problem is 
for all parties involved to ha ve equal 
power, Couts said. 
Mary Beth Kirchner, senior 
Spanish-communications major and 
coordinator for the Ubby-McNeU 
and Campbell companies' boycott at 
the University, said students can 
make a difference. 
"THE BIG PROBLEM is student 
awareness," said Kirchner who 
believes students should know all 
sides of the issue. She initiated the 
push for awareness of the problem 
winter quarter by Issuing pamphlets 
about the boycott and speaking to 
political science and food resource 
classes, fraternities, the Black 
Student Union and other student 
groups. 
Kirchner said the boycott has not 
been very effective at the University 
because of lack of student 
awareness. 
"Very few take a stand in 
politics," she said. "It's not like in 
the East where they're more 
radical. Bowling Green is a very 
conservative university." 
Bruce E. Edwards, associate 
professor of economics, called the 
campus  action  ideological  rather 
that practical. He explained the 
migrant problem as a polarization of 
two groups. One group is labor, 
liberals, the church and migrants 
against a second group-the stable 
community or business. 
MIGRANTS DO NOT seem to be s 
homogeneous group and neither are 
the opposers and defenders, » ex- 
migrant worker said. "I don't feel 
sorry for the migrants at all. They 
have beautiful homes and nice cars 
down in Texas, then they come up 
here like they got nothing," he 
continued. 
Velasquez predicts the struggle Is 
going to continue as farmers, 
workers and canning companies try 
to sort out the truth through the 
bitter feelings that continue to build. 
Couts gave perhaps the moat 
threatening prediction: "This 
problem is going to bring the nation 
smack down on Its knees...I advise 
you to Join them (FLOC) because 
your necks depend on It too." 
Students experience hispanic culture firsthand 
■ 
■ 
by Deb Conkel 
Spain offers a culture vastly different from the hectic pace 
of the United SUtes. 
The people do not concern themselves with clock watching. 
Business dose at 2 p.m for three hours of relaxation and 
eating. These people are proud and conscious of their 2000- 
year history. 
The contrast is one attraction mat drew more than 90 
University students to Madrid last fall for a six-month study 
and living experience. 
University students lived in Madrid, the country's capital, 
with Spanish families and studied at the Coleglo Mayor 
Loyola, the city's major university. 
"IT WAS AN Indescribable experience. It's really hard to 
tell people back home bow It really was," Linda Lee, a Junior 
nutrition major who took the trip, said. 
The group went as s collective unit, but met up with 
students from other American universities while in Spain. 
"All the professors were Spanish, and hired and paid for by 
Bowling Green," Lee said. The group went to regular 
classes, all In Spanish, with other Spanish students. "We 
were living everything we were studying," sophomore Scott 
Fialko said. "We learned from living it." 
A FAMOUS ART gallery the students had studied turned 
out to be Just around the corner from them, they said. The 
group said the U.S. is "too young" in its 200-year history, 
relative to Spain's almost 2000-year old history, to offer such 
unique privileges. 
"Everything has a history," Fialki said,"and everything 
has a story." 
The students said they learned the most "on thestreets." 
"The streets were always filled until late at night," Junior 
Sandy A. Seslar, said. "There was a bar on every corner. But 
■ *-:- 
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people didn't go there Just to get drunk. You always met 
there to sing, or Just stand. People were always standing 
everywhere." 
It was a different atmosphere than in bars in Bowling 
Green, according to the group. The bars were always filled, 
even on Sundays. They were especially popular with young 
dating couples, whou couldn't meet at their houses, since 
there was sn old custom forbidding it, Seslar ssid. 
When one invited a beau into his or her house, It Indicated a 
serious committment "You would have to wait in the street 
outside for your date,"Fialko said. 
THERE WERE other social restrictions, according to the 
group. "The girls were very sheltered," Fultz said. "It was 
hard to get to know them. It was easy getting to know the 
Spanish guys, though." 
"They (the men) were very aggressive and thought 
women, especially American women, were very 'easy'," Lee 
said. A common expression of Spanish men was "you're a 
woman, I'm a man, let's go." 
"You had to set the rules early," she said. 
The men would make approving noises at American 
women In the group, they said. "It was kind of flattering," 
Fultzsald. "I keep expecting to hear it here." 
A REAL surprise to the group was the way in which 
adultery was openly practiced and in some ways, condoned 
by the Spanlab-unllke In the U.S. The husband of a Spanish 
family one group member lived with was openly involved 
with a mistress. 
A major asped of the Spanish personality was the total 
lack of concern for time, the group said. 
"You would say to somebody, 'I'll meet you at eight' and 
they would say, 'I'll meet you sometime,' Lee said. "I was 
always used to looking st my watch, but the Spanish don't 
really pay any attention to them." It's hard getting back to a 
strict schedule again, the students ssid. 
The average Spanish workday was very different from that 
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of most Americans', according to Jerry M. Buckley, a 
sophomore intemationabusiness major. "At 11 a.m., a prime 
working hour in the United States, you would see men on a 
construction Job just standing around joking. You would 
come back hours later, and they would still be standing 
there." 
"IT'S BEEN known to take three or four years to build a 
single building," Lee said. The Spanish also observe "siesta 
time," religiously, every day from 2 to 5 p.m. All the 
businesses close down for three hours, the streets for once 
are relatively clear, and everyone simply relxes to a big 
afternoon meal. "They live a completely different lifestyle- 
very slow," she said. 
The intellectual and political awareness was much more 
acute In Spanish students, the group said. "They were on a 
higher intellectual level than the average American 
student," Fialko said. "It wasn't uncommon for students to 
know three or four languages." 
"Education was pushed, but students were more casual 
about their grades. They never studied," Lee said. Spanish 
students are nearly always assured of a Job if they receive a 
colllege degree, Lee said, adding many of them wanted to be 
doctors and lawyers. 
The streets in Spain were a lot safer than in the U.S., the 
group said. They hitchhiked frequently and were not con- 
cerned for their safety. 
"YOU WOULDN'T be afraid to walk around by yourself 
late at night," Lee said, "I wouldn't walk around here late at 
night like that." 
Members of the group miss a lot of the Spanish lifestyle 
they adopted. 
"I'm not used to eating so early," Lee said. The Spanish 
normally ate a light breakfast of syrupy coffee and pastry at 
around 8 or 9 a.m., a heavy lunch during siesta time with a lot 
of bread, and a light evening meal at around 10 p.m. "I Just 
can't eatat four in the afternoon," Lee said. 
The group said they frequently catch themselves talking 
and writing in Spanish. "I still use certain expressions," 
Fultzsald. 
THERE ARE some things the group doesn't miss. The lack 
of s consistent supply of hot water and heat in Spanish homes 
and buildings is a problem they are grateful they do not 
encounter in the U.S., they said. 
Jerry Buckley said It was also nice to see perking lots 
again, as there sre very few in Spain. 
"It was the fastest six months of my life," says Nancy 
Fultz. "I kept saying to myself, 'this is going too fast'" 
"I became more aware of people. The trip opened up doors 
for me. I had looked through very narrow glasses at the 
world before. Seeing and getting to know the people made 
you realize and appreciate living more," Lee said. 
THE ROMANCE Languages Department, who sponsored 
the trip, says it is proud of the great interest shown by 
students studying abroad. During the 1978-79 academic year, 
80 percent more students participated in the program man 
ever before, according to the department. 
The program has also been praised by the Regional Con- 
ference of American Programs in Spain for Its outstanding   I 
cultural travel and low cost-probably the lowest of all 
American programs abroad in Spain, the department said. 
The program, directed by Dr. Antonio L. Buron, assistant 
instructor of Romance Languages, is open to all students, not 
just Spanish majors, according to the department, which 
urges all interested persons to get in touch with either Buron 
or Colleen Crawford, of the department. 
"Unless you've see it, you csn't really get it across," Fultx 
said. "It's been like living in two different worlds. I Use them 
both, but I want to go back." 
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Vietnam, China begin 
peace talks 
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)-Vletnam's peace negotiations with China opened 
In Hanoi yesterday with a Vietnamese proposal that a demllitariied zone be 
established on Its border with China, according to Asian news agency reports 
received In Bangkok. 
It was the first day of talks between the two Communist neighbors, who 
fought a border war in February. 
Vietnamese negotiator Vice Foreign Minister Pban Mien said Chinese troops 
still occupied more than 10 areas in Vietnamese territory. He said the Chinese 
were continuing to strengthen their forces along the border and that the 
situation was "very tense." 
HE PROPOSED THAT both armies withdraw two to three miles from the 
border recognized before the Chinese invasion Feb. 17, and that prisoners of 
war be exchanged soon, according to a Radio Hanoi broadcast. 
Former Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, in Tokyo for a meeting, 
predicted the Vietnam-China talks would take a long time. 
Kissinger, speaking on Japanese television, said, "I went through four ex- 
cruciating years of negotiating with the Vietnamese, and it is a pleasure which I 
am glad to turn over to the Chinese." 
KISSINGER, WHO represented the United States at the Paris peace talks 
aimed at ending the U.S. role in the Vietnam War, said in the case of the current 
talks, the problem is not that the two parties do not understand each other. 
"They understand each other very well. The Chinese want the Vietnamese to 
stay within their national borders and the Vietnamese do not want to do so," be 
said. 
The Chinese response to Vietnam's proposal was not Immediately known. But 
earlier yesterday, Xinhua, the official Chinese news agency, accused Vietnam 
of recent border provocations and said there were casualties on both sides In 
fighting between April 9 and April 16. 
'Editorial process'open to probe 
WASHINGTON (AP)-PubUc figures 
who sue a Journalist or news 
organization for libel may probe the 
"editorial process" which led to the 
allegedly libelous statement, the 
Supreme Court said yesteraday. 
Voting 6-3, the justices ruled that 
reporters and editors are not con- 
stitutionally protected from being 
forced to explain how they prepared a 
challenged report-and may be asked 
questions about their "state of mind" 
during that preparation. 
The court's closed deliberations and 
decisions in a case altering the nation's 
libel law apparently were leaked earlier 
this week. 
ABC NEWS REPORTED accurately 
Monday what the court's ruling would 
be, and that Justice Byron R. White 
would write the majority opinion. 
Such premature word of a decision 
is rare in the coon's 190-year history, 
and the report apparently has spurred 
an internal Investigation among court 
employees. 
The decision in the journalism easels 
a victory for former Army Lt. Col. 
Anthony Herbert, who Is suing CBS and 
others for $44.7 million. 
HERBERT'S 1*73 SUIT named as 
defendants CBS, the network's "60 
Minutes" news program, correspon- 
dent Mike Wallace, producer Barry 
Lando arid the Atlantic Monthly 
magazine. 
Herbert, who was stripped of a 
battalion command, gained national 
prominence in the early 1970s when he 
formally charged his superior officers 
with war crimes and atrocities In South 
Vietnam. '* 
Lando's investigation of Herbert's 
experience led to a Feb. 4, 1973 "60 
Minutes" telecase called "The Selling 
of Colonel Herbert," in which the truth 
of Herbert's charges was called Into 
question. Lando also wrote an article 
for the Atlantic Monthly based on his 
findings. 
HERBERT'S SUIT CHARGES that 
the prograi.i and article " falsely and 
maliciously" portrayed him as a liar, 
Injuring his reputation. 
When Herbert's lawyers tried to 
question Lando, the producer refused to 
answer questions about the editorial 
process, how he decided what to use 
and what not to use In the telecast 
But, Jack C. Landau, director of the 
Committee for Freedom of the Press 
said the decision "is a major defeat for 
the first Amendment, because it allows 
courts to Intrude into the most private 
thoughts and editorial discussions of 
journalists and news organizations." 
Mississippians flee from record river flooding 
Davis-Besse examined 
COLUMBUS (AP)-A state task force 
has asked for more information from 
the federal government on nuclear 
faculties In Ohio, but says initial data 
reveals that the state should be safe 
from a Three-Mile Island-type nuclear 
accident 
A report issued yesterday by the 
Governor's Task Force on Nuclear 
Plant Safety said the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission has been 
asked for an opinion on the adequacy of 
the Davis-Besse power plant's staff 
training, safety and emergency 
procedures and plant design, especially 
where there are similarities to the 
VftBtrmmmmmm 
Three Mile Island, Pa., facility. 
The federal agency also was asked to 
explain its plans for safety reviews of 
Davis-Besse before it is put back Into 
service and on two other plants 
currently under construction in 
Moscow and North Perry. 
THE DAVIS-BESSE plant in Port 
Clinton, Ohio's only operating nuclear 
power plant, was the chief subject of 
investigation by the task force. 
"We are comfortable with the safety 
of Davis-Besse, subject of course to 
final analysis and approval by the 
NRC," the group said in its report 
i am m am am am saw 
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Swan Club 
Student ReoeatlaM Csolit 
(AP)-Thousands of Mississippians 
downstream from their stunned capital 
city of Jackson packed bags and fled 
yesterday to escape record flooding of 
the Pearl River that already has cost 
half a billion dollars and displaced 
more than 17,000 people. 
In neighboring Alabama, hundreds 
more joined the 5,000 families in the 
Black Belt region who have abandoned 
their homes to rising water. Officials 
warned of the added peril of snakes and 
alligators driven from their river lairs. 
While the Deep South bore the brunt 
of this week's floods, which have been 
blamed for at least five deaths, the 2,000 
residents of the northwestern Min- 
nesota town of Warren awoke to find 
streets inundated by the overflowing 
Snake River which runs through the 
center of town. 
MARY IRBY AND HER 10 children 
of Selma, Ala., a city of about 28,000 on 
the Alabama River, were among 
hundreds plucked from the floods by 
boat. 
"This man came up in a boat to try to 
get us out to feed the hogs," she said. 
"But the hogs had all come up on our 
front porch. That's when I knew it was 
timetoleave."      -»m» ■*»•** fcamaa 
The water was Inching down in 
Jackson, but is still lapped at the 
rooftops of some houses and officials 
BE COMFORTABLE 
THIS SUMMER IN AN 
AIR CONDITIONED APT. 
GREENBRIAR SOUTH 
803-815 Eighth St. 
2 Bedroom $140 plus electric 
Call 352-0717 
or stop by 224 E. Wooster 
LEASE 
NOW 
or Best Selection! 
Luther III Apartments 
733-755-777       ManvBe Ave. 
2 Bedrooms        1 V» Baths 
9 Month Lease   $280 per month 
Gas Heat Included 
econooM 
10' ••) 
acoaooM 
10' •"» 
... L|   , 
111 D 
LIVING ROOM 
13' » 1*' 
7 v£ 
MODEL  OWN  S:30-6:30  BY  APPOINTMENT 
Pendleton Realty Company 
Phone 353-3641 
A pliio never had II10 food, m 
PIZZAS-SUBS 
Fast Free Delivery   352-5166 
TIC BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
CONGRATULATE THEIR NEW ACTIVES 
Greg Bosserman Doug Miller 
Mark Esslg Tom Moscato 
Dan Healy Todd Quarfot 
Dirk Lohr Bud Vetler 
Steve Williams 
AND WELCOME THEIR SPRING PLEDGES 
Frank Angelle 
Ron Bauman 
Chuck Coleman 
Rob Heiman 
Tom Herlnghaus 
Pat Kennedy 
Steve Kristan 
Bob Lamb 
Ed Lee 
Jay Seller 
Steve Wilken 
y 60SHiEPy 
warned of record high water advancing 
on communities to the south. 
"WE'RE NOT OUT of the woods yet, 
but things do seem to be getting bet- 
ter," laid Viva Polk, a spokesman for 
the city of Jackson. 
In Georgetown, about 40 miles 
downriver. Mayor Beal Allbritton said 
80 percent of bis town's 410 residents 
had moved out. 
"All we can do now is 
hope we can ride this thing out," be 
said. 
Civil Defense officials said 500 other 
families in the path of flood crest* 
surging into west-central Alabama 
were evacuated yesterday in the Selma 
area. At Demopolis, a city of 8,000 on 
the Tombigbee River, officials said (00 
families had left their homes. 
Flooded house*, moat of which are last than 
one year old, cast reflection* In the deceptively 
tranquil  water* of the Pearl River In Jackson 
Is Army ROTC 
for you? 
Try our 
Summer Leadership Adventure 
Call 372-2477 
************************** 
priolobyAP 
Miss., one of the many are** In the South that are 
experiencing extensive river flooding. 
CLEVELAND ARIA RESIDENTS: SUMMER JOSS 
1979 summer jobs. S3.004.00 hour 
Kramer Painting Is now accepting applicants tor over SO     ^ 
positions: Foremen, Asit. Foremen, supply drivers, secretary, 
house washers, carpenters. 
Write or cell: Kramer Painting, Inc., 13015 Lerchmere 
Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44130 , Phone: (214) 753-6000. 
♦♦♦♦•••♦•••♦♦•♦•♦♦lei, 
Parlez-Vous Francais? 
Want   to  experience  the   French 
Language and Culture? 
The French House is now accepting 
applications for 1979-80. 
For more info, call i 
*   Diane Starr at 372-1308 or 372-2671   i 
^B, ?■? *,*■• *^L* 'all    ■■■     lie     issssl     ■*»■    ■*»■     assC   eBBa *X?   •■> *■■? *3E*^BK? IE* 
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There It 
more to 
life then 
the things 
you put in 
o shopping 
COr»#    Sure, everyone has possessions, 
but the next tine that you're worrying 
about how your clothes color-coordinate, 
think about the people around the world 
and In the U.S. who don't have a lot. 
Maybe your skills could help them out. 
Consider spending a small part of your 
life as a Peace Corps or VISTA volunteer. 
CONTACT RECRUITERS: 
GSpRPS Ad 
you and Gloria Vcrrderblt 
get together at Lasale's 
Gkxla's clothes represent the upper 
echelon of what s known as status dressing, 
especially sought after In jeans. Seek your 
own status look at LasaHe's (for less than 
you thought). Sleekest denim jeans. $34 
Bright canvas pants. $36. V-neck t-sNrt, 
$20. All bear the designer's signature 
Cotton. Misses' sizes 6-16 and S-M-L 
LASALLE-S 
MMH emi 
*-*-■«« « • 
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campus calendar 
SGA ELECTIONS 
THURSDAY 
University 
6. 
.:,■«- 
,room 
9 am - 6 pm 
1 
vt 
;■. ■■--•• 
Thursday 
April 19. If 79  ; 
SGA Elections- 9a m. 4p.m. 
Open to all students with currant validation card and picture ID. 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Board of Trustees Meeting   to am. 
Open to all. Assembly Room. McFali 
Club Pool Swim    10-30 11.30 a.m 
Open to all eligible to use the Canter. Free. Student Rec Center. 
Cooper Pool Swim.11:30a.m.-1:30p.m. 
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center. 
FIBELANDS   II JOp.m 
Literary and dramatic reading. Open to all.  The Pit,  North 
Bulhflng 
Club Pool Swim   1:30 4.30pm 
International Coffee Hours 2-4 
Sponsored by World Sludentt Association. Free and open to all. 17 
Williams. 
German ClubKaffeestunde.-2:30 p.m. 
Openloall. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
Women'! s Tennis.3 p.m. 
BGSU at Wright State University (Oayton). 
Softball  3 p.m. 
BGSU at University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) 
Cooper Pool Swim  4:30 10p.m. 
Industrial Education Meeting.-6:30p.m. 
Open to all. Lounge, Technology. 
Baptist Student Union.-7 p.m. 
Mealing open to all. Perry Room, Union. 
Swan Club Performance  7:30 p.m. 
The club will present Its verlon of "Alice In Wonderland'* 
Admission SI.SO students, $2.50 for non students. Sao story 
elsewhere. Cooper Pool, Student Rec Cantor. 
Undergraduate Alumni Association  7:30 p.m 
Meeting open to all. Lobby, Alumni Center. 
UAO Campus Movie a p.m • % 
"Cries and Whispers" will be shown. Free with BGSU ID. 210 
Math.Sciences. 
Lll' Sis Rush Party 8 p.m. 
Open to all women  Beta Theta PI house, '0' Sixth St. 
University Theater Production.-• p.m. 
William  Saroyan's comedy, "The  Beautiful  People," will be 
presented.  Admission  SI  for studesNs,  12 for children, high' 
schoolers and senior citiiens, and S3 for adults. Main Auditorium, 
University Mall. 
Lll'Sis Rush Party 7:30p.m. 
Open to all women. Delta Upsilon house. Old Fraternity Row. 
French Conversation Hours 9p.m..Midnight 
Sponsored by  International  Programs. Free and open to all. 
Alpine Village, 117 N. Main. 
Science Fiction WeeK-l p.m. 
Jamie Shourt, special effects designer for "Star Wars," will 
present a film slide lecture, "Movie Magic: The Special Effects of 
Star Wars end Beyond." Free and open to all. Brand Ballroom,' 
Union. - ~-— 
Star Gazing-8 p.m. 
Sponsored by the physics department. Open to all.  Roof, Life 
Sciences. 
UAO Coffeehouse 8 11 p.m. 
Singer songwriter James Durst will perform. Admission SI. The 
Side Door, Union. 
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LOST A FOUND  
Lost a thin black script for Vera 
Charles of  "Mame".  If found 
please cell 352 5642  
Lost pair of brn. rimmed tinted 
glasses near  Hayes. Call Lisa 
352 7192. Reward.         
SERVICESOFFERED 
Pregnant of might be? Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test & Info, regardless of age, 
status. Toledo 241 «ni Fostorla 
435 1775 Tiffin 447 8681. 
Fremont 334 9079  
Pregnancy Aid 6. Under, 
standing. EMPA  352 2143 «. 352 
9393  
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? 
SPECIAL PRICES for 
STUDENTSI    Sea   us   for   por- 
traits, passports 4 applications. 
WEISSBROD   Studio   111  Clay- 
3511147. 
PERSONAL! 
KEOSI KEOSI KEOS! KEGS! 
KEGS! KEOSI KEOSI KEOSI 
KEOSI KIOSI KCOSI KEOSI 
KEOSI KEOSI KEGS! KCOSI 
CHUCK 352-5713111 
Student    Canadian    Holiday. 
Montreal Quebec City. June 15- 
19.    S60.    Limited    enrollment. 
Call 537 2951 or 535 0148. 
Jane,  lots ol luck in the SGA 
election. You've done a super iob 
to far. Julia. 
Connie     Gorant to    the    cutest 
basketball queen at the Phi Tau 
basketball     marathon.     Love, 
Your sisters. 
WFAL WILL SEND YOU DOWN 
THE     TUBES    CONCERT    ON 
APRIL'   33.      LISTEN     FOR 
TICKET GIVEAWAYS.  
All interested ladies are invited 
to     Rush     DELTA     UPSILON 
LITTLE SIS Thursday. April 19 
V  Tuesday. April 24. 7:30 9 30 
p.m. Any questions, call 2-3723. 
NADINE,   Good   Luck   In   SGA 
Elections tor Vice President. We 
know you can do a great job. 
ZETA Love, Karon, Lorrl. 
Jackie. L.C. 6, Nancy. Good luck 
todayl  We will be thinking of 
you. Love, Your sisters. 
Sarah congratulations   on   your 
pre engagement.     Zeta     Love, 
Karolfc Lorrl.  
VOTE 
JACKIE OSTER 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
S.C.A.T. 
Gamma Phi's get psyched to 
meet th> Gamma Phi's at 
Purdue this Saturday! See you in 
Indiana.  
Tonights    the    night!    The    Sth 
annual    Tip-Oft    party   at   the 
Hydraulic Room, 9-1. Don't miss 
the time of year lit a. 
Vote today ft tomorrow for the 
Marathon attendant in the Union 
fever. 
VOTE 
RICKHAUOHT 
TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE 
t-C.A.T.  
A E Pi Lll' Sis Rush. Tonlghtl 
1:001 
Hey Zetas Thanks for naming 
me your Zeta Lady. I'm really 
flattered,! I loveya'll! Zeta love 
& mine Baxter. 
Vote Raid Holmes for State « 
Community Affairs on the 
Students Committed to Action 
Ticket (SCAT) on April 19. 
Science Fiction Week Event for 
today. 8:00pm "Movie Magic- 
The Special Effects of Star Wars 
a. Beyond," Grand Ballroom, by 
Jamie Shourt, special effects 
artist for Star Wars & Academy 
Award    Winner,    (film,   slides, 
lecture )  
THURSDAY IS 
COLLEGE   NIOHT   at   Eunle's 
Bar 
apt S. Main.  
Vote Dave Blasko for Academic 
Affairs on the Students Com- 
mitted to Action Ticket (SCAT) 
on April 19th.  
Phi Kappa Tau Basketball 
Marathon tip off party. Thursday 
April 19, 9pm in the Hydraulic 
Room. Be there for a great timet 
Only two weeks until the Senior 
Challenge Kick Off Banquet I! 
5th Annual PM Kappa Tau 
basketball marathon starts 
Friday April 28 at 4pm In the 
South Gym. Fraternities A 
sororities, get psyched for a good 
time!  
BY INVITATION ONLY, there 
may be a Phi Mu in your future. 
The    Invitation    Party    Is   this 
Saturday, April 21! I        
HAVINO A KEO PARTY THIS 
WEEKEND? FOR YOUR 
COMPLETE KEO PARTY 
NEEDS. CALL CHUCK 352-5713. 
THE PABST BLUE RIBBON 
CAMPUS REP. KEEP PABST 
BLUE     RIBBON     ON     YOUR 
MINO.  
Vote Jim Blake for SOA 
President on April 19th on the 
Students  Committed to  Action 
Ticket (SCAT).  
Beta Theta PI Lll' Sis rush. 
Tuesday, April 17th 8, Thursday, 
April 19th. Join us for a great 
time at the Beta House, ?»/ 6th 
St. PS. TheSOOISComlnglf 
IT'S MARATHON WEEK! 
Chi O's Thanks for another 
EXCELLENT time last Thur 
sday night!! The Brothers of 
Sigma Chi. 
Congratulations Jennifer Brown! 
You're one of the finest skiers in 
this town. The Alpha Phis are 
proud & happy to hear, you'll be 
the ski captain for the upcoming 
year.  
Kethy Hosier a. Michelle Millar. 
Happy to hear you made the R. A. 
pool. Good Luck to you a. the 
dorms you may rule. 
BECKY HULL Sorry this note 
comas somewhat late to 
congratulate you on your 
engagement data. Yau really 
were sneaky keeping yoer secret 
inside. Net oven In yoer roam- 
metes did you confide. But the 
surprise was wall worth it when 
round three was complete. Ward 
was shocked, but did you see the 
face on Beat? Best Wishes to you 
A David, year Alpha Phi Sisters. 
Coaches    Mark    &    Jeff Get 
psyched for Derby Week cul we 
are!!  You're in the for time of 
your life! Love, the Zetas. 
Coach John-practice smiling for 
the big event on Saturday. We 
love/a! The Zeta b ball team 
Congratulations Gail Colonna on 
being chosen to represent Phi Mu 
In the Phi Tau Marathon. Good 
Luck we're with you all the Way! 
Love, The Little Slsses of Delta 
Tau Delta.  
Alpha    Chi    Omega's eht    aet 
yadirf lllw eb tneratfld, esuaceb 
a sdrawkcab aet htiw uoy lllweb 
tuofothgis. The Sig Ep's 
Tom  Washbush:  Good  luck In 
elections. You deserve it & we're 
all behind you. Love, Twitch. 
JIM EMANUELSON Congrats 
on bowling a 438Monday. 
I F. to sublease summer. Close to 
campus. Cheap. Call 3527927. 
Rmte. needed tor Fall. Wtr. & 
Spr   Qtrs   ;« 90. 10 mln. walk to 
BA    Bldg.   Wlnthrop   Terrace 
North Apts. Coll Dave 354-1282. 
Think ahead now!  Pref. Jrs. or 
Srs 
1   F.   needed  to  sublet   upper 
portion  of  house-1  block from 
campus tor immed. occupation. 
$150,352 6425. 
F. would like to share apt. next 
year, i 3 other rmtos. 
1 or 7 F. mtes. needed  for  next 
school yr. Close lo campus. 835 
4th St. Apts. 372 588Sor 372 5884 
F. rmte. for next school yr Near 
campus. Call Kim 372 5392. 
F. needs a I bedrm. apt. or efflc. 
to   rent   Fall   Qtr.   only.   Cindy 
before 11 am or after 10 pm. 353 
2095.  
F. rmte. needed) E. Merry St. 
Apt. with 3 girls tor 79 80. Call 
Jan or Sue at 373 1513. 
1 F. rmte. for summer only. S80- 
mo.  AC. Campus Manor Apts. 
Call collect 412 563 4491. 
Need to subls. '/i house for the 
summer.   Suitable   for   3   or   4 
people.    122   Fraiee   Ave.   n&ar 
Offenhauer. Call 352 5759. 
HELP WANTED 
College grad Sales & 
management development. BA 
BA pref. but not essential. 
Complete personalized training 
programs. Salary plus In- 
centives. For further into con- 
cerning your career contact 
Baron Personnel In Elyrla. OH 
(216)322449). 
Half days £ evenings. 
Knickerbockers. 352 5335. 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summeryear 
round. Europe, S. America, 
Australia, Asia. Etc. All Fields, 
1500 si,TOO monthly. Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free info 
Write: UC, Box 52 18, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
Busboy needed, T 4. R at Alpha 
Delta PI. Call 2 2840. Free loco & 
pay. 
FOR SALE 
)970 Homette, o»obiie home, 2 
bedrm , air, shed.skirting, ap- 
pliances,     close   to   campus. 
S5750 3525341.  
1973 Cutlass Supreme  PS, PB, 
air.   AM FM    All   power   ac- 
cessories. 354 1559. 
Compact     refrigerator.     Prac 
tically NEW. only S100. Call Jan 
01372 1513.  
AM FM stereo reciever 8 track 
player recorder,    S135.    Nearly 
new. Help get me through the 
quarter!     Call    352 0674    after 
10:30pm, ask for Tom. 
Rofel   turntable. OVi   yrs.  old) 
wood   cabinet,   audio-technique 
cartridge, great condition. Call 
352 6306, ask for Ben. 
1973 VW Karmann Ghla. 4 sod., 
radio, low miles. 3524743 after 
4pm. 
1970 Detrolter, \rxSV. 2 bedr- 
ms- skirted, w shed.  Nat. gas 
budget 121.00 mo   10 mln. from 
BG 684 4358 after 5pm. 
FOR RENT 
Apt. to sublet for summer qtr. 
June to Sept. next to oamp. 2- 
beds     $210 mo   228 S. College 
No. L. 352-3389.  
N6WL0VE APTS. SUMMER 
RENTALS. 
507 E. Merry t. 824 Sixth St. 1350- 
summer qtr. Plus elec. 2 bedrm. 
turn. 
203 5 Church, duplex, 3 bedrm. 
unfurn. 1450 summer qtr. plus 
gas & elec. 
Call Newlove Realty, 352 5163. 
Furn.,   AC,  2  bedrm.   apts 824 
Sixth St. Rent siso a, alec, for 
summer qtr. Call 352-)3)3eves- 
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for Summer. Special Ratges. AC, . 
Phone 352 9302 or 352 7365 eves 
Hampton House now ranting for 
summer I. fall. Ph. 352 6293. 
Thurstlrt Manor Apts. AC. fully 
carpeted,   cable  vision,  efflc, 
laundry  taall., now leasing  for 
summer & fall. 45) Thurstm Ave. 
3525435.  
Apt. 606 E. Wooster across from 
Founders. 2 bedrm., furn. 1360- 
mo. Fall vacancy, 352 7396 
Mobile home h7 subls. for 
summer qtr. 38'.Furn., S120-mo. 
a. elec. across from Offenhauer. 
Call353 151).  
2 bedrm., 2 ba)h apt. to sublet for 
summer. Frezee Apts. Ph. 352- 
4129.  
Small 2 4>edfm. house, unfurn. 1 
bedrm. apt., furn. Both near 
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective 
June )5 PH. 352 7365.  
Houses, apts A rooms for 
summer rentals only. All  near 
campus. Ph. 352 7365.  
(Summer) 2 bedrm. apt. 2 living 
rms. & Ig. kitchen, turn. Near 
Univ. Summer rate. Prefer 2-4 
persons. Call 352 7456 after 1 
p.m. 
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'Fuzzy' takes golf tour by storm 
Augusta. Ga.(AP)-TT>« new Masters champion, Frank 
Urban Zoeller, "call me Fuzzy" has hit the pro golf tour like 
a fresh breeze. 
Loose, glib, a marked deparature from the general mold of 
serious, business-like young lions, he baa captured the fancy 
of the golf world with Ms uninhibited spirit as weU as his 
shotmaking skills. 
"Fuzzyisma" may become as much a part of the golfing 
lexicon as the "Hagenlsms" that delighted fans In the 1920s 
and the "Trevlnoisms" almost half a century later. 
Until be won Ma first tour tournament at San Diego earlier 
this year and then added the prestigious Masters with an 
eight-foot birdie putt on the second extra hole of a sudden 
death playoff Sunday, the 28-year-old Zoeller had been know 
principally on the tour as one of its longest hitters and wildest 
after-hours swingers. 
"I HAVE never led the tour In money winnings, but I have 
many times in alcohol consumption," he said. 
Zoeller'j counterpart of the Roaring Twenties, Walter 
Hagen who won four PGA championships In a row, used to 
blow an entire winner's purse at the bar. Oice he appeared at 
the first tee In a tuxedo, having had no time to change after 
an all-night party and another time he catted out to (he 
Prince of Wales, later King of England: "Hey Eddie, hold 
that flagstick while I make this shot" 
Zoeller was asked after his Masters victory how many 
shots he has missed winning tournaments in previous years. 
"I don't know," ha replied. "AD I know la I am big on 
doubles— double shots." 
FUZZY'S NIGHTLIFE habits have mellowed somewhat 
since he married his childhood sweetheart from New Albany, 
Ind., Diane, who is expecting their first child In two weeks. 
"I thought I might fly bar bare so we could have the first 
child on or near the 16th green," he said. 
Fuzzy said that if the child is a boy he will be named Beau 
Christopher but if a girl, Donny Noel. 
"I wanted to name her Hidy Ho," be said. "But Diane 
thought that was corny." 
Like Trevino, the Meery Mex, Fuzzy whistles and bums 
around the golf course and carries on a steady conversation 
with Ms spectators. 
"IT KEEPS me loose," be explained. "If anybody says 
anything to me I always say something back." The first of 
the year's Grand Slam event winners refers to himself aa a 
"young Umber back," a reference to his unharnessed power 
off the tee. He is rated with Jim Dent as the longest hitters on 
the tour. 
"I don't let It all out anymore," he said. "For me, it was 
either shorten my drive or starve. I used to hit it much 
longer, which the fans loved, but I found if you make a drop 
and are hitting three, you don't make much money." 
Discussing the relationship between Ms once unharnessed 
game and the exciting Augusta course, Zoeller commented: 
"I found those pine trees out there don't move." 
Lyle dreams of being champ 
photo by I 
"Fuzzy" Zoeller and caddy (In background) lump In elation after sinking a 
putt to win the 1979 Masters. 
club clips. 
rugby 
Bowling Green's men's "B" rugby 
team battled to a W) tie against 
Ball State last weekend. 
The men's "A" team dropped a 12- 
4 decision, losing to Ball State for the 
first time ever. Greg Magernik 
scored for the Falcons. 
The women's team was shut out by 
Kent State 194. 
The Falcon women will play their 
first home match of the season 
against Detroit Saturday at 1 p.m. at 
Poe Ditch field. 
Both men's "A" and "B" teams 
will be at Cleveland Saturday while 
the "C" team plays at Defiance 
Sunday. 
water skiing 
Anyone interested in being on a 
water ski team should contact Doug 
Bloomfield, 237 Anderson, at 372- 
1479 or call the club sports office at 
372-2464. A team consists of five men 
and five women and there are plans 
for two teams. 
cricket 
Anyone interested In playing 
cricket on a club team should call 
Prasad Nanisetty at 392-7844 or 372- 
2363. 
mm 
PEOPLE 
ARE mTD 
IDEITriCAL, 
BLflilO HUES..! 
MAYBE YOU CAN DO 
SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT! 
CONSIDER SPENDING 1 JWh OF YOUR LIFE AS A 
PEACE CORPS OR A VISTA VOLUNTEER. IT'S AN AD- 
VENTURE BUT IT WON'T BE EASY. IF YOU NEED 
PAMPERING THEN MAYBE YOU'D BETTER THINK OF 
SOMETHING ELSE. BUT IF YOU'RE CONCERNED 
ABOUT BASIC PROBLEMS WHICH AFFECT PEOPLE ALL 
OVER THE WORLD   FOOD. WATER, HEALTH AND 
HOUSING. JOBS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE ■ AND ARE NOT 
AFRAID TO SPEND ONE OR TWO YEARS IN A OIF- 
PERENT ENVIRONMENT,MAYBE THE PEACE CORPS 
OR VISTAJS FOR YOU. _ 
PE/>£Ws VISTA 
NEW YORK (AP)-Former 
heavyweight contender Ron Lyle, at 37, 
and after personal problems which 
Included being tried for murder last 
year, said Wednesday he has not given 
up his dream of becoming champion. 
"I want to be world champion not 
because of what I can reap, but because 
of my dream. Every team has a dream, 
and be believes if he works bard, If be 
sweats and toils In the fields, be can 
realize that dream. I have slaved In the 
fields and I want to see my dream to be 
fulfilled." 
Lyle waxed philosophically and 
quoted the Bible aa be alluded to Ma 
troubled past, and talked about his 
future at a news conference to publicize 
his scheduled 10-round bout with Scott 
LeDoux in Las Vegas, May 2. 
Saying: "I, Ron Lyle, want to be 
heavyweight champion of the world," 
the fighter recalled he had made the 
same declaration 10 years ago. 
"But now, I am a better fighter," be 
said. "I know how to fight better in the 
clinches. I know bow to slide a punch. I 
know to press an opponent." 
SOME BOXING people feel that bad 
Lyle been more adept at those qualities 
when be fought Muhammad All In a 
championship fight In May, 1975, be 
could have taken the title. Lyle had the 
edge in the early rounds, but after being 
stunned by a couple of All punches, "he 
suddenly lost heart," as someone then 
close to him recalled. All won when the 
bout was stopped in the 11th round. 
Lyle was ranked among the con- 
tenders until a stretch of inactivity 
forced by his trial last year on second 
degree murder charges stemming from 
the shooting death of Vernon dark, a 
former road work aide, in Lyle's 
suburban Denver home on New Year's 
Eve, 1977. 
Lyle, acquitted last December, began 
a comeback attempt with an eight- 
round knockout over PUi Moali In San 
Dlego April 6. 
BG Softball 
team wins 
Bowling Green's women's softball 
team defeated Onto Northern 11-7 
yesterday. 
The winning pitcher waa Cindy 
Dilly who went the distance. 
Leading hitters were Lisa Shelley 
and MaryeUen Carey, collecting 
three hits, and Cheryl Zook who had 
two. 
The Falcons, 2-3, will travel to 
Michigan today for a double-header 
starting at 3 p.m. 
Validation Cards 
Students who do not have validation 
cards, should pick them up at station 8 
of the Bursar's Office before 5 p.m. 
Friday. 
Starting Monday April 23, there will 
be a $1.00 service charge for picking up 
validation cards. 
WINTHROPTERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
Now Leasing For Fall and Summer 
I AND 2-BEDROOM APTS. 
-FURNISHED AND 
UNFURNISHED 
-SWIMMING POOL 
LAUNDRAMATS 
TAKING APPLICATIONS NOW 
OFFICE:  400 NAPOLEON RD. 
PHONE:   352-9I35 
HRS:  9-I2,1-5MON.-FRI. 
EVENINGS, BY APPT. 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
Luxury Apartments 
Furnished - 2 bedrooms 
2 full baths 
all utilities paid less electric 
special summer 
rates available 
850 6 th St. 352-3841 
\ 
I 
Y:"':'*^™^^^ 
SQUASH 
Exhibition and Clinic 
Thurs.  7:00 - 9:00 
Charles McKnlght 
A pro from the Toledo Club and a 
locally ranked amateur will put on an 
exhibition and then conduct an open 
clinic. 
Come Dressed to Participate 
'Student/tocroottonCtntat 
Thursday, April 19 
exhibition 7:00 followed by 
An Open Clinic 
RIDGE .MANOR APTS. 
519 RIDGE ST. 
SUMMER RENTALS 
! Bedroom Townhouse styl< 
1-2 persons $140°° 
3-4 persons $160°° 
! MODEL APT. No. 16 |MON., TUES., WED., 6:30-9:00 
! OR CALL RENTAL OFFICE   352-0717 
'IN  «■>    /|\.   *JW '/ix   ▼■>    /|> »•    /*^. _.  „_ 
-LOW SUMMER RATES- 
FOR AN APARTMENT TO MEET 
YOUR NEEDS 
EFFICIENCIES 
1-2-3 BEDROOM 
Prices ranging from $50.00 - $175.00 
Call 352-0717 or stop by 
MAURER-GREEN RENTAL OFFICE 
224 E. Woostar St. 
University 
Golf 
Course 
NOW 
OPEN 
Special offer: Student memberships now available 
for $75.00   Memberships are good 
all season (April thru Fall) 
Regular rates: *3.00 for 9 or 18 holes 
(Daily and weekends) 
Take advantage of this offer! 
Applications available at Clubhouse 
on Poe Rd. 
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photo by Kathy Borchers 
BQ pltchar Chris Dill delivers in action against Ashland Tuesday. 
Falcons begin 
MAC season 
"I'm not wild about starting the 
conference season with four games 
on the road," Bowling Green 
baseball coach Don Purvis said 
referring to his club's two double- 
headers this weekend at Ball State 
Friday and at Miami Saturday. 
For this reason Purvis has some 
"mixed feelings" about starting the 
conference season right now. 
"I wish we were a little further 
along," he said. "All these rainouts 
hurt us. It makes it tough to 
determine who is right for the 
positions that we are undecided 
about." 
PURVIS HAS SHOWN some 
dissatisfaction with the play of his 
club in its four regular season games 
thus far. He cited pitching and 
overall defense as the main things 
needing more work. 
Despite only giving up nine runs in 
four games, the pitchers, according 
to Purvis, have had trouble keeping 
the ball down in the strike zone. And 
the Falcon defense In those games 
have committed seven errors. 
In the MAC openers, Purvis said 
he will go with the same lineup that 
started in the Otterbein games with 
maybe changes at first base and 
catcher. The pitchers for the BSU 
games will be two-game winners 
Orel Hershiser and Ed Stacey. He is 
undecided about Saturday's games. 
BG golfers struggle 
sports 
by Kan Kopoel 
stalf reporter 
Don't be surprised if Bowling Green's 
women's golf team doesn't visit Ken- 
tucky anytime in the near future. 
The Falcon golfers received a rude 
welcoming to the Blue Grass State 
courtesy of the southern powerhouses 
of ladies golf in the Kentucky 
Invitational held in Lexington last 
weekend. 
Though BG trimmed 18 strokes off its 
previous weekend's score enroute to a 
757, the improvement did not place 
them at the top of the field. Only Miami 
University's 788 total placed behind the 
Falcons in the 13-team tournament. 
BG COACH Janet Parks again 
pointed to the youth of her squad as the 
main drawback. 
"I think they are capable of playing 
better golf than the scores indicated," 
Parks said. "I've said so many times 
it's lack of experience. 
"I think we're going to have to 
develop more consistency. The scores 
need to be consistently lower. The 
course (at Lexington) was not as 
demanding as the Scarlet Course (at 
Ohio State the weekend before) 
although it was not easy." 
Kris McKelvey led the Falcons, 
shooting a 183, even though she fell off 
to a 97 in the second round Friday. 
Karen Todd holed out six strokes back 
at 198 (B5, 94), Tammy Hull, after a 178 
at OSU, slipped back to a 192 (96, 97) 
and Sally Robinson rounded out the top 
four at 194 (98, 96). Michelle Kerbs* 
also represented herself in the final 
tallies with 205 (109,96). 
MCKELVEY is being regarded by 
Parks as the consistent low scorer for 
the Falcons. Parks said it Is Just a 
matter of time before her scores begin 
to drop. 
"Kris will be shooting in the (low) 
80*s by the end of the season I'm sure," 
Parks said. "I don't know what hap- 
pened Friday." 
Parks Is also looking for good things 
fromKorbas. 
"Michelle took 13 strokes off her 
score on Friday from Thursday," 
Parks pointed out. 
The University of North Carolina 
didn't need to worry about im- 
provement after their convincing 
victory in the two-day affair. UNC's 
total of 626 put them 10 strokes ahead of 
the host Wildcats. Alabama finished a 
distant third, shooting a 656. 
STEPHANIE Komegay, runnerup in 
Columbus, took individual medalist 
honors for UNC shooting a 77 Friday 
after an opening round par 74. Kor- 
negay edged out teammate Janet Haire 
by two strokes. 
Parks now takes her squad to Hun- 
tington, West Va,Friday and Saturday 
for the Marshall Invitational. Hoping 
that the team can gain some needed 
experience. Parks is planning on taking 
a full squad. 
Zekas waiting for his 
'number' to be called 
by Ken Koppet 
staff reporter 
Las Vegas crap shooters think very 
highly of the number seven. It's their 
"magic" number. 
Bowling Green sophomore tennis 
player Mike Zekas is not too fond of the 
gamblers' lucky number. He would not 
even be concerned if it did not exist 
because Zekas is the seventh man on 
the Falcon tennis team. 
Zekas is in the unenviable position of 
not knowing whether he will play from 
week to week. 
"THE NUMBER seven man 
probably has the toughest singles spot 
on the team, at least mentally," BG 
coach Bob Gill said. "He's kind of like a 
baseball pitcher. He's always got to be 
ready to get into the lineup in case of 
injury, illness or Just plain making a 
substitution." 
Zekas originally had no Intent of 
playing tennis at BG. He had a career in 
the Army tabbed as his destination and 
attended West Point after high school 
graduation. 
"I couldn't think of anything else 
better to do," Zekas said. "I thought it 
was a real irrational decision. I thought 
of it as four years of school and five 
years of work. I thought of the prestige 
and that I would have all the money in 
the world." 
However, the Orville, Ohio, native 
decided that military life would not suit 
his lifestyle. 
"THE THING I hated most was the 
uniform," Zekas said. "They tried to 
mold you into a team and take away 
your individuality. 
"I couldn't take nine years of looking 
spotless, nine years of not being 
anybody. It seemed a little more than I 
could stomach at that time." 
After leaving West Point, Zekas 
attempted to enroll at BG but all dor- 
mitory housing was filled. He then 
worked for a month at home before 
going to Florida to work on his tennis 
game with some teaching pros. He 
Joined the BG netters during winter 
quarter in 1977 as a walk-on. 
"I had a tryout in the Ice Arena," 
Zekas said. "The coach told me 'You 
have enough talent to make the team. I 
don't know where you're going to be, 
but I want you to stay.'" 
ZEKAS NOW is trying to work his 
way into the starting lineup. 
"I played well," Zekas maintained. 
"We've played some good schools. I've 
been playing some pretty good tennis, 
"My game is well rounded. I really 
improved a lot from last year. I 
changed my game a little bit. A friend 
from Florida suggested I try a two- 
handed backhand. It takes a lot up here 
(mentally). You got to get it In gear. 
"I'm playing seventh and I keep 
thinking why can't I play six, or why 
can't I play five. It's really hard 
because I haven't lost a challenge 
match. It's hard for me to accept the 
fact that I'm playing seven. 
"I see the coach's point. I would like a 
chance to challenge. I hope I get the 
chance when the weather clears up. For 
me it helps confidence-wise to knew I 'm 
going to play." 
Gill said he knows how Zekas must 
feel. 
"HE'S SHOWN a great deal of 
patience," Gill said. "I know he's dying 
to get a regular spot on the team. 
"I would rate him as our most im- 
proved returning player. From last 
year to this year he has the most 
potential. He would play right now in a 
spot where I thought inserting him 
would improve our chances of win- 
ning." 
"What I think I need is a little more 
work on a few areas I'm weak on," 
Zekas said. "I have to concentrate on 
keeping my head in the match and not 
having it wonder. I'm going to try and 
play a lot of tournaments this sum- 
mer." 
ZEKAS, IN THE playing time he has 
had this season, has compiled a 
respectable 3-1, 4-1 mark in singles and 
doubles, respectively. 
"I think the ability is there" Zekas 
said. "I think I had as good a practice in 
the winter as anybody. When I go out on 
the court, I 'm confident that I'll win. 
"Nothing really clicks in my head 
that starts getting me psyched. Once 
you get on the court and start hitting, 
the adrenalin starts to flow a little bit." 
"He's extremely intelligent, per- 
sonable and from a tennis standpoint, 
he's very determined," Gill said. "And 
I like players like that." 
"I really enjoy the company of the 
team," Zekas said. "There's so much 
competition on the team this year it's 
incredible. On any given day, anyone 
could beat anyone." 
Observing from the sidelines most of 
the year, Zekas said he feels the BG 
netters have not yet pulled it all 
together. 
"I think we have a long way to go to 
reach our full potential," Zekas said. 
"We can play some good tennis. 
'"THIS TEAM is a really good team. 
They really want to win bad. They're all 
fierce competitors. 
"The more I play, the more I think of 
it as a team concept. Once the match 
has started we're pulling for each 
other. 
"When I go out there I think I have 
got to win. I'm not playing for myself 
totally and for the team totally. I try to 
do as much as I can for the team, but 
I'm out there for myself too." 
With a little less than half the season 
remaining, Zekas Is hoping that there is 
still time for his number to come up. 
Women laxers tie Ohio Wesleyan 
by Pat Kennedy 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green's women's 
lacrosse team would have liked to 
eliminate the first half after 
Tuesday's 9-9 tie with Ohio 
Wesleyan, which left the Falcon's 
record at 3-0-1. 
The Falcons rallied from a 5-1 
deficit to gain the tie. 
"We played a nice second half 
match," BG coach Carol Durentini 
said. "We traditionally have a slow 
first half start which is hurting 
usagainst better opponents. 
"In the first half we probably had 
the ball three minutes in their 
(OW's) end. The statistics back that 
up-six shots and one penetration 
(goal)." 
THE SECOND half. however, was 
different, according to Durentini. 
"The second half was a Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde turnabout," she said. 
"We had 32 shots, which tripled the 
first half output, and outscored them 
8-4. 
"If we could have played our 
game in the first half, we could have 
beaten them. We can't afford that 
kind of play." 
Jenny Dunn led BG with five goals 
while Julie Lewis scored two and 
Linda Stritzel and Kathy Rinnert 
added one apiece. 
Durentini praised Rinnert's play, 
but noted a weakness of the team. 
"Kathy Rinnert showed out- 
standing defensive play," she said. 
"She even scored a goal from the 
point position, primarily a defensive 
spot. 
"WE NEED a better Job of 
linking," she cointinued. "We had a 
lot of dropped balls and missed 
passes, and there were a lot of free 
players (one-on-one situations with 
the goalie)." 
Last Saturday was a different 
story for the lady laxers. Led by 
Jenny Dunn's 10 goals. Bowling 
Green captured a 14-8 victory over 
the College of Wooster. 
BG took a 5-3 halftime lead and 
stretched it to 9-5 before Wooster 
raUied. 
"The turning point in the game 
was with five minutes to go and we 
were ahead 9-6," Durentini said. 
"They (Wooster) were coming back 
and at that point It looked bleak. 
Then Betsy Kennlston scored two 
crucial goals and it kind of took the 
starch out of their sails." 
Julie Lewis also scored two goals 
in the win over Wooster, which 
Durentini said was a first for 
Bowling Green. 
"That's the first time we beat 
them at Wooster," she said. 
"They've been on our schedule since 
1970 and we've won on our home 
field, but never there." 
Despite adverse field conditions, 
the game helped the team, Durentini 
said. 
Cincy star picks 
Texas over UC 
CINCINNATI (APl-LaSalle 
Thompson, one of the nation's most 
sought after scholastic basketball 
players, announced Tuesday that he 
has signed a national letter of intent 
with the University of Texas. 
The $-foot-10 center, who led Wltfarow 
High School to a No. 1 ranking In the 
state last year, said be had made his 
decision Monday night after meeting 
with Texas Coach Abe Lemons. 
But it was Thompson's being caught 
in the crossfire over a recruiting in- 
cident that helped make up his mind not 
to attend college locally. 
Thompson said he "most probably" 
would have attended the University of 
Cincinnati if he hadn't become involved 
in an incident In which the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association said "a 
representative of the university's 
athletic interests" had a hand in buying 
Thompson some clothes. 
THE NCAA said Thompson would be 
ineligible for post season tournament 
competition if he decided to attend 
Cincinnati. 
"I Just decided it was too much of a 
hassle to fight the NCAA," Thompson 
said. The incident came out during 
Cincinnati's in-house Investigation into 
alleged NCAA violations. 
So, although he had some contact 
with more than 300 schools during the 
recruiting process, the final decision 
came between Texas, Kansas State and 
Hawaii. 
He decided on Texas. 
"They play a running game and I like 
that. I don't like a slow down game," 
Thompson said. "I feel I can fit right 
into their program." 
THOMPSON averaged 22.4 points per 
game and led the city In both reboun- 
ding and shooting percentage as his 
team enjoyed its first unbeaten regular 
season since 1963. 
Thompson said, however, that he had 
been given no promises that he would 
be in the Longhoms' starting lineup 
next season. 
"Coach Lemons said he would give 
me a fair chance Just like everybody 
else," Thompson said. 
Lemons was another reason why 
Thompson decided to go to Texas. 
"The coach is always a major reason 
for choosing a school" Thompson said, 
"and I like him (Lemons) as a coach." 
Alexander lifts Tribe 
staff photo by George Lundskow 
BG sophomore Mike Zekas keeps hi* eye 
on the ball during practice. Zekas I* the 
seventh man on the Falcon tennis team. 
CLEVELAND (AP)-Gary Alexander 
slammed a three-run homer to give the 
Cleveland Indians a 6-4 victory over the 
Texas Rangers Wednesday. 
The victory ended Clevelands's 13- 
game losing string against the Rangers 
and was only their third victory against 
Texas in their last 24 meetings, dating 
back to July 1977. 
Sid Monge, 1-4), got the victory in 
relief of rookie Eric WWdns. They 
combined to limit Texas to seven hits. 
Doc Medich, 0-1, took the loss. 
Medich, who came on in the fourth 
inning, left with Texas ahead 4-3 with 
two out and one on in the seventh. 
Alexander greeted reliever Sparky 
Lyle with his first homer of the season. 
Alexander had three hits in the game 
and also credited with a run batted in 
when he was walked with the bases 
loaded In the Indians' three-run third 
against starter Doyle Alexander. 
Brewers win 
BOSTON (AP)-Paul Molitor and Sal 
Bando hit consecutive borne runs in the 
seventh inning to help right-hander 
Larry Sorensen and the Milwaukee 
Brewers to a 4-1 victory over the Boston 
Red Sox Wednesday. 
With two outs in the seventh, Molirx 
and Bando slugged homers to left field 
and Cecil Cooper followed with a long 
triple off reliever Bill Campbell. Larry 
Hisle score Cooper with a ■ 
Entertainment and the arts in northern Ohio 
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Jam/e Shourt comes to BGS(7 from a far aivajr galaxy 
to discuss spec/a/ effects In movies. See page 4. 
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Jim Flick talked to Jamie Shouri and Stanley Schmidt, Science Fiction Week's 
mam attractions, earlier this weak. Hia Interview stories appear on pagea four 
and live. Jim's "Weekend" column, meanwhile, applies Schmidt's definition of 
science fiction to some popular flima of that genre. Page two. 
Pam Ecker turns a critical 
eye toward "the most 
timely film of all-time," 
"China Syndrome," on 
page three. 
The REVUE's music 
coverage includes the top 
album listings from 
Record World magazine, 
and previews of upcoming 
performances by The) 
Tubes, Yes, and 
Loco weed. Pages six and 
seven. 
The REVUE's "Weekend plus" calendar of upcoming 
entertainment events and "Extra!," with Its news 
and gossip from the world of entertainment, appear 
on page eight. 
CORRECTION: The photo which 
accompanied last week's article on 
audio components wss Incorrectly 
identified. The photo wss taken at 
LaSallt's In downtown Bowling 
Green. The REVUE apoligizes for 
the error. 
Because of the special coverage of 
Science Fiction Week events, the 
Revue's series on Cleveland's rock 
scene and purchasing audio 
equipment will continue In next 
k's Issue. 
Nothing to do? Write to and-or for the BQ News Revue. Write us at 106 
University Hall or call 372-2003. 
txevue 
•dltor mere hugunin 
nsistant Mltort Mm flick 
mJchael l.guwMne 
dttlgn  frank brtlthaupt 
art curt colvln 
COME   SEE 
Afi®hi© 
An   Exhibit    of   Ohio Black Artists 
THE McFALL CENTER GALLERY 
open 2-5 p.m. every day through May 9th 
w. Weekend with Jim Flick 
Stanley Schmidt talked mostly about 
science fiction literature Tuesday, but 
also prescribed one of the few Intelligent 
definitions of a science fiction film I've 
heard. 
His criteria is that a film must be so 
dependent on its speculative element- 
the sclence-that it would collapse If that 
element were removed. 
Applying that definition to the science 
fiction films I've seen over the years, I 
find that few qualify. Furthermore, few of 
those are watchabte. 
HERE ARE SOME of the better science 
fiction films that fulfill Schmidt's 
definition: 
"The Time Machine" (1961 (-Actually, 
this George Pal flick, shown at the 
University Monday as part of Science 
Fiction Week, is borderline. Basically the 
story of a man who migrates to another 
society (the future). The technology 
provides the means and the conflict, not 
just the trappings. 
"Or. Strangelove, or How I Learned to 
Stop Worrying About the Bomb" (1963)-- 
the archetypal black humor film. As the 
sub-title suggests, it's all about the 
world coping, or rather not coping with 
Cold War. Peter Sellers and George C. 
Scott are hysterical. 
"Things fo OSme" (1936)-Marked by 
its remarkably accurate forecasts of 
WWII and the Atomic Age, this adaption 
of- an H.G. Wells tract is over-rldlngly 
concerned with where the world is going 
and why, and how technology changes 
the world. 
"A Boy and His Dog" (1976)-a cult 
classic adapted from Harlan Ellison's 
novella. This movie carefully and 
skillfully details how technology affected 
its world, and how the characters cope 
with what technology has wrought. It is 
set In an after-the-atomic-holocast 
future. 
"2001: A Space Odyssey" (1968)-A 
good   film,    "2001"   falls   neatly   Into 
science fiction's biggest pitfall: the 
characters become paper dolls next to 
the technology. The film is all about 
technology's affect on man's future. The 
mysterious aliens have taken technology 
to its ultimate and surpassed It. 
The following are generally good films, 
but don't pass Schmidt's litmus test for 
science fiction: 
"Buck Rogers in the 25th Century" 
(ending tonight at the Cla-Zel Theatre In 
Bowling Green.) A fun film, but It makes 
no significant advances over the original, 
special effects included. Basically, It is a 
swash-buckling comic strip, acting 
included. 
"The War of the Worlds" (1961)-- 
another George Pal film. The invasion of 
the Martians looks like London during 
the Blitz. The aliens are a random 
menace. 
"When Worlds Collide" (1998)-probably 
the archetypal disaster i flick, also 
directed by Pal. As a giant asteroid nears 
a destructive collision with Earth, a 
valiant band of scientists struggle to 
finish building a rocketship and escape 
to another planet. Good film, but really 
only "The Poseidon Adventure" on a 
larger scale. 
"Forbidden Planet" (1956)-A superb 
film, with great special effects, but It is 
obviously a rehash of Shakespeare's "The 
Tempest." 
"A Clockwork Orange" (1971)-an 
excellent Stanley Kubrick film. Violence, 
set In a future not even fleetlngly ex- 
plained. Its futuristic science Is unob- 
trusive. Thematicaiiy, it Is a variation on 
"In Cold Blood." 
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind'' 
(1977)-"CE3K" Is mainly concerned with 
Richard Dreyfuss's strange, unexplained 
obsession. It has lots of mystery and 
alien appearances but the scientific 
content Is near nil, despite Dr. Allen 
Hynek. 
TONIGHT IS 
NICKEL NIGHT 
at 
BOJANGLES 
Red Light Specials 
3 for 1 Thur, Fri, Sat 
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tit guys make anti-nuke thriller 
Review by 
Pant S. Eekar 
When they made "The China Syndrome," co- 
producers Michael Douglas and Jane Fonda said 
they wanted to create a money-making thriller rather 
than an anti-nuclear documentary. So they included 
only one specifically ironic anti-nuclear scene-just 
a tiny punch-line sort of scene, right before the 
closing credits. 
But in the aftermath of Three Mile Island-which is 
the only way the film is now seen-the language of 
nuclear accident has become commonplace, and 
"The China Syndrome" abounds with Ironies. 
There's the analogy used by the scientist who 
defines "China Syndrome" as "a meltdown of the 
nuclear core... that could render an area the size of 
Pennsylvania uninhabitable." 
OR THERE'S the utility company PR man's 
cons'ant assurance that "the public Is not in 
danger." 
The greatest irony, of course, is the fact that 
"China Syndrome" Is now perceived by millions of 
moviegoers as a documentation of what went wrong 
In Harrisburg. Though all the newsmagazines have 
solemnly weighed the facts against the film, I've no 
doubt that more people will remember "reporter" 
Jane Fonda's discovery of corruption in the nuclear 
energy Industry than will read Newsweek's 
refutation of the claim. 
Film £& 
BUT THAT'S how popular Influences work. This 
money-making thriller Is making well-deserved 
bundles at the box office. And If It also wins con- 
verts to antl-nuke cause, that Is simply another 
measure of how well the filmmakers Involved with 
"China Syndrome" accomplished their aims. 
"China Syndrome" Is exciting because Its a good 
guys versus bad guys story, working simultaneously 
to punch out vllllans in the nuclear power and the 
television Industries. 
One part of the story pits good guy Jack Lemmon 
against all the fat cats of the power company. 
Lemmon plays Jack Godell, a shift supervisor at the 
fictional California Ventana Nuclear Plant. When 
first questioned about an accident at the plant, 
Godell Is a devoted company man. He defends the 
installation's fall-safe system, believes that the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission conducts Impartial 
investigations, and is certain that his plant was 
constructed with care. But Godell learns that money 
Is a greater concern than safety, and suddenly this 
middle-aged manager who is filled with sincerity 
Jane Fonda 
finds himself fighting evil from on high. 
HE TAKES on the sinister chairman of the board 
of the utility company, the greedy plant manager, 
the smarty public relations man. When good guy 
Godell tries to warn the public, the bad guys move In 
to discredit him. That's one part of the thriller. 
The rest of "China Syndrome's" suspense is 
generated by good guys Fonda and Douglas, bat- 
tling the hierarchy of a TV station more Interested in 
ratings than reporting. Fonda's struggle is more 
exciting because it's well-detailed, and brilliantly 
acted. 
She's Klmberly Wells, a great-looking "performer" 
whose role at her LA. "Happy-news" station is to 
cover cute stories-most I y about anlmals-and bring 
up the ratings. A doting news director gives Klm- 
berly advice about her hairstyle, but refuses to let 
her cover hard news. And Klmberly is more In- 
terested In career mobility than Investigative 
journalism-untiI she Is prodded by cameraman 
Richard Adam. 
RICHARD, PLAYED by Michael Douglas, is the 
activist of the piece. His Illegal filming of the ac- 
cident at Godeli's plant gives Klmberly her first hard 
news story. His insistence that the story be pursued 
is the catalyst that brings Klmberly and Godell 
together, In the attempt to tell the public the truth. 
"China Syndrome" works as a thriller 
because these three good guys are intense and 
interesting, and because their obviously good in- 
tentions seem so futlle-and so righteous-in contrast 
Jack Lemmon Michael Douglas 
with the immense corruption and danger around 
them. Godeli's small suburban house, Klmberly's 
trendy but disheveled apartment, Richard's 
warehouse studio are all feeble hiding places 
compared to the huge towers of the nuclear plant, 
the hlgh-ceilinged board room where the utility 
biggies plot strategy, or the sleek corporate office 
where the TV executives create policy. 
The viewer of "China Syndrome" has at least two 
dramatic concerns: worrying whether or not 
Southern California will be radiated to death, and 
also enjoying the suspense of discovering whether 
or not three Individuals can triumph over "the 
system." The dual themes are developed carefully, 
elaborated on with ever-growing excitement, and are 
resolved In heroic enough a manner to stimulate a 
cheer for the victory. 
YES, THERE'S a lot of information In "The China 
Syndrome." The details of the nuke business packed 
into Mike Gray's first script lend a crucial aura of 
authentlcity-and make Three Mile Island analogies 
easy to find. But the movie's real power Is In James 
Bridges' final script, and In Bridges' direction of 
Douglas, Lemmon, and Fonda. It's the imagination 
of story, suspense, and stars that makes "China 
Syndrome" a smash. 
After all—a movie about a nuclear plant meltdown 
Is too big and awful to comprehend, much less 
entertain. But a movie about likable people fighting 
unbeatable odds-now there's a picture worth seeing. 
Bremen, Ohio bustles with 'Brubaker' buying 
BREMEN, Ohlo(AP)-The free 
spending ways of Hollywood film 
makers have enlivened business for 
merchants In this small central 
Ohio community. 
They hesitate to say exactly how 
much they have earned, but the 
local shop owners and craftsmen 
admit business has been good 
since 20th Century-Fox arrived for 
the filming of "Brubaker." 
The film about a reform-minded 
warden, starring Robert Redford, is 
being shot at a former prison farm 
in nearby Junction City, a village of 
732 residents. 
BUT THE CREW came to this 
larger, 1,400-person village to do 
business with a painter, furniture 
maker, hardware store and lumber 
yard. 
Robert Borah, ovner of Bremen 
Hardware, said In four days he sold 
$14,618 of tools, paint, electrical 
fixtures, nails, bolts, plastic pipe, 
and other-items.       — 
The  crew   began   shopping   in 
Bremen  Jan.  23.  Filming Is ex- 
pected to extend Into summer. 
The film also calls for an electric 
chair. Local furniture maker Dale 
Olson had never made one before 
but with a photograph and size 
specifications he created a replica 
of such a chair from redwood. 
AT BREMEN UILL-Lumbw Co., 
vice president Gerald Van Buren 
estimated a quarter of his business 
In the last three months came from 
the movie crew. 
Enjoy Disco Dancing b the Shody Lady 
Thin., W. A Sat. 9 P.M.-2 A.M. 
Uttlo Kings on Top-Free   Popcorn 
The Shady Lady Lounge 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
1*M I. WoMter. lowllnf OTMM 
for the latest 
in teaching 
aids 
come see 
POST Of FICE BOX 7»7 
173 N. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
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SCJENLE HCTOM KEEK 
Shourt to de-mystify his effects 
by Jim Flick 
If you listen carefully tonight, you may be able to 
reproduce "Star Wars" In your garage. 
"I Intend to explain the special effects from 'Star 
Wars' so you can do It yourself, If you are so In- 
clined," special effects wizard Jamie Shourt said 
last week In a telephone Interview from Los Angeles. 
At 8 p.m. tonight In the Grand Ballroom, Shourt 
will show models, slides and film clips from "Star 
Wars," including five minutes of film that has never 
been publicly shown before, and explain how the 
effects were accomplished. 
"I'M GOING to de-mystify Star Wars, " he said, 
"which may be sacrilegious." 
Shourt worked on the Academy Award-winning 
special effects for the 1977 science fiction ex- 
travaganza as part of the miniature and optical 
effects crew, designing and building special 
electronics systems. He constructed the precision 
sequencers for the explosions and light effects and 
designed and fabricated many of the film's models. 
There are light years of difference between his 
"Star Wars" work and his undergraduate work as a 
marine biology major at the Unvierslty of California 
at Long Beach and the University of California at 
Bakersfield. 
COMBINING HIS biology courses with a 
background In art, architecture and photograpy, 
Shourt accidentally "picked a curriculum that added 
up to environmental design," he explained. 
Because of that rare, chance expertise and 
despite his lack of any degree, Shourt became an 
associate progessor In environmental design at the 
University of Colorado for two years. 
While there, Shourt was approached by Douglas 
Trumbuli, who was later in charge of special effects 
for both "Star Wars" and ABC-TV's "Battlestar 
Galactica." Shourt worked with Trumbuli on "The 
Andromeda Strain," developing a revolutionary 
computer-controlled video-synthesizer. 
TRUMBULL AND SHOURT were partners in an 
effects company from 1969 to 1971, during which 
time they developed the techiques used In "Silent 
Running," a movie which also featured R2D2's 
immediate predecessors. 
In "Star Wars," Shourt revived techniques used 
successfully In films as early as the 1930s, but 
Ignored since 1966s "The Ten Commandments." 
"People thought everything In "Star Wars' was 
computer-controlled," Shourt said, "but, in fact, 
nothing was computerized." 
MOTOR-CONTROLLED cameras were used to 
smoothly and Identically repeat camera motions, 
Shourt explained. Identical repetition of camera 
movements of different phases of scenes was 
necessary, he added, to be able to combine the 
various elements of the final shot. 
Many shots seen "Star Wars" <"«■• actually 
composed of several pieces of film. As many as 13 
elements were combined to make a final composite 
shot, Shourt said. 
In the editing room, Shourt and his co-workers 
used a complicated digital tape recorder to combine 
the elements Into composlties. "You can think of it 
as a multi-channel audio recording device," he said, 
"except It was visual." 
SINCE "STAR WARS," Shourt has teamed up with 
Ron Blalack, who headed the optical department for 
"Star Wars," to form Motion Pictures Incorporated 
(MPI), an independent visual effects company in Los 
Angeles. 
'We're one of the best optical effects companies 
in Hollywood, If not the country," he boasted, 
adding that MPI has worked on nearly every recent 
ma|or pro)ect that has used special effects. "Bat- 
tlestar Galactica" was one of the company's largest 
projects. 
MPI has also worked on "Flash Gordon" and 
"Allen," two major science fiction films about to be 
released; a Grand Prix movie that uses multiple 
radio-controlled car models; and PBS's 12-part 
"Cosmos" series. 
THE LATTER is MPI's major project at the 
moment. Hosted by noted Cornell University 
astronomer Carl Sagan, "Cosmos" will try to show 
"everything we know about the cosmos," Shourt 
said. 
We're doing things that have never been done 
before In terms of creating a view through an ar- 
tificial environment," he explained. "We're using 
some of the best art by the country's beat artists. 
You see all kinds of things as we travel through 
outer space." 
Shourt has also been hard at work perfecting the 
techniques he used in "Star Wars." 
'We've made some great strides in opti-printlng, 
compositing and the blue-screen matting process," 
he said. "All these (processes) are Instrumental in 
putting pieces of film together (to build composite 
shots)." 
Shourt's presentation is part of Science Fiction 
Week and mandatory for all those who believe that 
Darth Vader lives. 
Young Luke Skywalker, 
-Star War*'' starry-eyed 
hero, size* up the 
situation while leaning 
against hla anti-gravity 
skimmer. Luke, played by 
Mark Ham ill, begins the 
film as a farmhand and 
ends H as s space lighter 
pilot. 
Jamie Shourt will 
explain the movie's 
Oscar-winning special 
effects In the ,Qrand 
Ballroom at '8 p.m. 
tonight. 
If anyone didn't see the 
film the first time around, 
don't worry: It's being re- 
released this summer. 
And if you wondered 
what happened to Luke, 
and his buddies after they 
were presented with those 
gaudy medals you'll find 
out this Christmas. "The 
Empire Strikes Back," a 
sequel to "Star Ware" Is 
hi 
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Stanley Schmidt, 
"Analog" editor, science 
liction writer, and 
former college 
protestor, animatedly 
discusses various 
aspects of the science 
fiction genre. 
Ptwtos by Tim Wnlhovtn 
'Analog9 editor: 
What science fiction is and how to write it 
by Jim Flick 
Stanley Schmidt doesn't look like an editor. 
Dressed In a short-sleeve, open-neck shirt, his 
breast pocket stuffed with pens and pencils when 
he visited the University Tuesday for Science Fiction 
Week, Schmidt looked more like a college science 
professor than a magazine editor. 
In fact, with his balding head, bushy beard and 
silver-rimmed glasses, he fit the description of a 
mad scientist from a third-rate science fiction novel. 
SCHMIDT IS the editor of "Analog," one of the 
oldest and certainly the most respected science 
fiction literary magazine. But until last September, 
Schmidt was a college professor, teaching physics 
at Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio, teaching and 
writing science fiction on the side—an odd com- 
bination, indeed. 
"Anyone in science fiction Is odd," he laughed. 
"It's a prerequisite for the job." Schmidt was hired 
for his current job when former editor Ben Bova 
decided to step down last year. Bova is now fiction 
editor for "Omni." 
Schmidt Is hilly qualified to be an editor, reading 
manuscripts, rejecting most, because he ia a writer 
himself. He started writing science fiction In high 
school, and; began seriously while a graduate 
student In physios at Case Western Reserve 
University. His first story was published In 1968, in 
"Analog," of course. 
"The Sins of the Father;" his first novel, was also 
serialized in the magazine he now edits. 
SCHMIDT'S SECOND novel, "Lifeboat Earth" 
(Berkley paperbacks, $1.75) was published last 
November, and his scientific training helped 
enormously in writing It. "I wouldn't have tried it if I 
hadn't had a lot of scientific training," he said. 
"If there's a lot that can be calculated In a science 
fiction story, the writer has to be able to do the 
calculations. Someone out there Is going to catch it 
if they're wrong." 
While scientific knowledge Is necessary to write 
science fiction, that doesn't necessarily mean a 
writer has to earn a degree in a science before he can 
write science fiction. "You don't need formal 
training," Schmidt said. 
-VOU NEED background Information In mom 
fields than you can possibly gat formal training in. 
Science Fiction writers gat uaad to picking up huge 
chumta of baUuji uund on many dlHejant HaMa." 
Schmidt has a doctorate in physics, for instance, 
but has a working arrangement with a friendly 
biologist In Michigan. He asks her questions about 
biology, while she consults him freely on questions 
on physics. 
The exactness is necessary to please science 
fiction readers, Schmidt added. "As a group, they 
tend to be frlghtenlngly well-informed." 
INCIDENTALLY, Schmidt's major advice to 
writers who want to appeal to that discerning crowd 
Is, simply, to write. "The fact Is, no one ever learned 
writing any way except by writing." 
Helping writers learn how to write Is one of his 
moat important jobs, Schmidt said. Most authors 
are mailed a form-letter rejection, but when Schmidt 
finds writing that shows promise, even though the 
story Is weak, he'll send the author an encouraging 
rejection and suggestions on how to Improve. 
Encouraging rejections from former "Analog" 
editor John W. Campbell helped Schmidt Improve 
his writing. "In fact, I think I learned more from 
Campbell's rejections than I did from all my writing 
classes," he laughed. "My flret rejection from him 
•began, Dear Mr. Schmidt; This isn't really a 
■atory..." 
«< You've heard of future 
shock? Science fiction is a 
vaccine against it." 
In science fiction, Schmidt said, defining the 
genre, "the speculation should be so integral that 
you can't take It out without the story collapsing." 
To Illustrate, he compared two movies: "Star 
Wars" (1077) and "Charly" (1968). In "Star Wars," 
the light sabers could be replaced with six-shooters, 
the space ships with horses and the movie would be 
a western. Therefore, "Star Wars" is not science 
fiction. "But I enjoyed it," Schmidt grinned. 
"CHARLY,- HOWEVER. Is the story of a mentally 
retarded man (Cliff Robertson, In his Academy 
Award-winning role) whose Intelligence fa tem- 
porarily raised to genius-level through surgery. "The 
story would collapse If you removed the speculative 
etamsnt-ths operation. Therefore, It la 
fiction," Schmidt said. 
Oh special effects should be done well and are 
necessary, but a movie shouldn't make its whole 
reputation from them. Special effects should be one 
more trick of the trade, like acting techniques." 
Schmidt hopes his magazine and "hard" science 
fiction can benefit from the Interest in speculative 
fiction generated by "Star Wars." 'We hope people 
who liked ("Star Wars") will try other things in the 
neighborhood (such as) science fiction magazines," 
the editor said. 
"HOWEVER, THE magazines have a nasty habit of 
making people think, as well as printing entertaining 
things, and people don't like to think," he said. His 
own magazine Is on solid financial footing at the 
moment, with a circulation of about 100,000. 
'"Analog' has enough readers to make money and 
keep (Conde Nast, its parent company) happy with 
It," Schmidt said. 
Science fiction literature is particularly popular on 
college campuses, he added. "Any college 
bookstore that doesn't carry science fiction books 
and magazines  Is   missing a good bat." 
SCIENCE FICTION must, above aft, be-en- 
tertaining, but entertaining Is only the beginning of 
what good science fiction doee, according to Sch- 
midt. ■ ^      ': 
"You've heard of future shock?" he'asked his 
Tuesday night audience. "Everyone's heard of future 
shock. Science fiction Is a vaccine against it." 
"For Instance, In the 1950s, most of my 
classmates and their parents laughed at the thought 
of spaceships to the moon. Moon flights were a 
surprise to them, but not to science fiction readers." 
SCHMIDT POINTED out that science fiction 
writers tend to guess conservatively, even when 
most people think they're guessing wildly. For 
instance, while most science ficton writers 
predicted rockets to the moon, none predicted they 
would get there as early as 1969 and no one dreamed 
the landing would be telecast worldwide. 
"But we're not In the prediction business," Sch- 
midt Insisted. "Rather, we're frying on' all kinds of 
possible futures, some of which may turn out. 
"People Involved In science fiction donl have all 
the answers, but we have a heeds tart on the 
thinking." 
Science Fiction considers not only what happens 
In the future, ha added, but why and how future 
events coma about "Science fiction la the on* field 
HI which nothing ta I 
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'Eyes': Seamy terror vs. 
violence 
Raviaw by 
Mary Bath Baazlay 
"The Eyes of Laura 
Mars" Is the rather eerie 
title of a rather aerie film. 
It Is i movie of both horror 
and suspense, with brutal 
murders and a long list of 
suspects to confuse the 
audience. 
Faye Dunaway plays 
Laura Mars, a successful 
high-fashion 
photographer whose 
penchant for violence In 
her photographs has 
apparently been sub- 
consciously inspired by a 
Killer. 
On the opening night of 
an exhibit of her 
photographs, Laura 
"witnesses" the murder of 
a    friend.    She's    not 
DISCOUNT PRICES AT 
ALL THREE THEATRES 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
BARGIN MATINEES 
All 
ADULTS... atffc 
-3T«»IVM- 
physically there, but her 
own sight is suspended 
as she sees the murder as 
If through the eyes of the 
killer. 
ONCE YOU ACCEPT 
this premise, the movie Is 
terrifying. The tension 
builds as Laura "sees" 
more of her friends being 
killed, and we wonder if 
she will witness her own 
death. 
She Is aided In rjer 
search for the murderer by 
John Neville (Tommy Lee 
Jones), a handsome 
young detective who 
grudgingly learns to 
accept Laura's 
photographs as art. 
The effects of media 
violence on the public has 
been a controversial Issue 
of late, and "Eyes*1 
capitalizes on It without 
resolving any Issues. 
Fashion photography Is 
as yet an untapped area of 
violent exploitation, and 
the movie neatly avoids 
stepping on toes while it 
uses the photographs as a 
vehicle for horror. 
THE FILM is a violent 
one, although he gore is 
kept to a minimum. 
Director In/in Kirsher 
gives us some nice 
contrasts between 
glossy, tightly controlled, 
fashionable violence and 
the seamy terror of the 
real world. 
But this picture should 
not be treated as an 
"issue" film-it Is simply a 
horror film with a big 
name star. Dunaway's 
performance Is credible. 
She spends much of her 
time opening her eyes 
wide and looking terrified, 
which she does well. 
And you'll never forget 
those eyes after seeing 
"The Eyes of Laura Mars." 
The Consumer Information Catalog 
For your free copy, write: 
Consumer Information Center, 
Dent D, Pueblo, Colorado 81009. 
by Adam Hammer 
Somewhere In the dark, intra-uterine 
cloakrooms of the mind there exists a 
little eel in each of us, barking important 
messages at the top of its little eel lungs. 
But we never listen: What it says is 
usually obscured by toast, or boots. 
We do have an alternative, though: a 
Tubes concert. And coincidental^, the 
Tubes will be appearing this Sunday at 
the Toledo Sports Arena. 
I last saw the Tubes a couple of years 
ago, when Punk was just coming into Its 
own, when onstage outrage was just 
becoming all the rage. But the Tubes had 
been around for years, not only pre- 
dating Punk but transcending It. Still, I 
really didn't know what to expect that one 
night in Boulder. 
OUTSIDE THE arena was a huge 
private bus like a sea-going night- 
mammal marked "Tubes". Now, who can 
resist a group named after the little 
underground train that runs between New 
York and New Jersey? Certainly not me. 
Especially after all the pre-concert build- 
up: Girls on stage taking off all their 
clothes, public quaalude dispensings. 
I wasn't disappointed. A little hesitant 
at first, yes, especially after the Tubes 
first appeared, five of them, all male, all 
looking a lot like gigantic, distorted 
versions of Amy Carter, and also looking 
a lot like most of the audience. Alaal I 
gasped, politically. But no: Soon enough 
the Tubular Women appeared, naked as 
can be. What next? 
It was soon enough obvious that the 
Tubes were, at least two years ago, very 
much Into nouveau-Punk, or Goof Rock. 
Though not subtle, a song about the 
neatness and hlppltude of cigarettes was 
at least partially funny, or at least the 
costumes were. 
A TELEVISION sequence, "Crime 
News," followed, but, despite its name, 
It was pretty disappointing. It seemed to 
delineate exactly the New Punk limits: 
Think of a good Idea, but don't follow It 
up- 
Less unsuccessful was a dance-like 
routine by the Quay-Lewd-Ettea. 
/ SUSPECT that the problem lay 
partially in the numbing pressure of 
having to perform the same routines 
every night In boring Midwestern towns, 
but there was something else. Their 
appeal to the 70s audience was based, it 
seemed, not on their nouveau-ltude, but 
on their very old-fashlonedness. What 
the Tubes performed was not rock and 
roll, but a show right out of Vegas: Lots 
of pretty women wearing half-bathing 
suits (whole In the front, non-existent In 
the back) doing pseudo-gymnastics on 
the stage In front of gyrating, 
exaggeratedly quasi-punk musicians. 
Music 
If one Is going to be put on, one wishes 
to be put on well. Perhaps what the 
Tubes are telling us Is that yes, the 70s 
have indeed been the property of the 
blank generation, has been a decade of 
nothingness, has been a period of which 
we'll remember nothing except the 
meaningless: Punk. 
Unfortunately, I tend to agree. It sure 
beats disco. As 1980 approaches, what 
could be more meaningful than the 
refrain, repeated over and over in the 
Tubes' encore-by-demand, of "WHITE 
PUNKS ON DOPE! WHITE PUNKS ON 
DOPE I WHITE PUNKS ON DOPEI"? 
Although Hubert Humphrey once warned 
us never to count our children before 
they're dead, when I think of the Tubes I 
keep hoping that an atomic bomb of 
tremendous capability will explode In my 
lips. Then we could all become more 
Flemish than we are. 
Like I said, the Tubes are OK, Twlggy's 
OK, mints are neat. 0 pork lozenge of 
desire! 
How to get 
up the 
down 
payment. 
Just join the Pay- 
roll Savings Plan and 
buy U.S. Savings 
Bonds. 
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Heavenly bodies seen in Dayton 
Review by 
Sherrl Klmmel 
A melodic, 
multicolored heavenly 
body revolved amongst an 
enthralled audience who 
observed the Yes concert 
last Thursday at the 
University of Dayton 
Arena. 
Throughout the con- 
cert, Yes members were 
as colorful as Easter 
eggs, as the lights 
switched from blue to 
green to pink to yellow to 
purple, always with at 
least two colors mingling 
onstage. Yes' revolving 
stage was a welcome 
innovation, for all the 
band members were 
easily viewed. 
The large crowd 
seemed unusually quiet, 
awed by the intricate 
playing of Rick Wakeman 
as he shifted from organ 
to piano to synthesizer, 
which surrounded him 
triangularly. Steve Howe 
stunned the crowd, 
especially when he played 
a rousing, finger-picking 
extravaganza solo from 
center stage. 
THE CENTER of at- 
traction, however, was 
Jon Anderson, appearing 
angelic In his flowing 
white-pleated shirt and 
baggy white plants. 
Curly-haired Anderson 
cut a messianic figure, 
and when he looked at the 
persons In the rows 
surrounding the stage, 
they arose, stretching 
their arms toward him, as 
if seeking some blessing. 
The members of Yet managed to keep their balance In spite of their revolving" 
stage at a recent show in Dayton. Yes and their stage will appear at Detroit's 
Olympia Theatre on Saturday night. 
After two and a half 
hours Yes closed with 
heartily-received "Long 
Distance Runaround," an 
Anderson composition, 
and "I've Seen All Good 
People." The entire 
audience rose for the 
finale and many sang 
along. 
After   the   crowd 
proprlately stomped 
ap- 
and 
screamed. Yes returned 
for an encore. Steve Howe 
plucked the harmonics of 
"Roundabout" and the 
crowd loudly 
acknowledged that this 
was the song they'd 
waited to hear. When the 
Invigorating song was 
over, Yes exited and the 
crowd left, energized, but 
still under Yes's peaceful 
spell. 
Photo by Sherrf Kimmai 
Yes proved to be one of 
the few bands that 
doesn't alter Its music 
from recorded versions 
and yet sounds better 
live. 
Persons planning to 
see Yes at Detroit's 
Olympia on Saturday 
night will probably leave 
feeling a "little bit 
cosmic." 
Country 
rockers 
return 
i 
 CNHM- 
STOP RUINING 
RECORDS! 
SALE ON NEW 
DIAMOND 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
100 Off 
by Laralne Koeco 
Locoweed, pioneers of country rock in 
northwest Ohio, have returned to 
Bowling Green and are playing at Some 
Other Place Saloon, Thursday through 
Sunday nights this week. 
Locoweed is currently home from an 
extensive six-month tour of Wyoming, 
Colorado, Washington, Montana, 
Alaska, and South^Djkota where they 
flayed for rpore than   0,000 bikers at a 
WfOh- 
motorcycle rally, according to Jori\ 
Lemerand, lead singer. They also played 
In the bar where Wild Bill Hlckok was 
killed. The band has fronted for such 
notables as Charlie Daniels and The 
Flying Burrlto Brothers. 
LEMERAND IS accompanied by Mike 
Malone on rhythm guitar and vocals, 
Dave Athanas on lead guitar, Randy 
Monk on bass and vocals, Dave Cub- 
bedge on pedal steel and electric guitar 
and Rick Geabeck olfflrutaav-   . 
Look* Ilk* Thl»- 
Worn Point Distorts Music 
Damages Record Groove 
For*v*r. 
NewNaadleTip 
Loons Like This 
OTH THIS COUPON       "•!'•*•«»»»"«•'»■ 
L___ Glvas Bast Ps^tonnancas 
Coptj  
•Srfjf m tUm mmm fa 0X1" 
WARNING' 
If your player iklpt on a NEW record, this 
indicates that you naad to replace your 
worn needle. Do II NOW to protect your 
precious records from further damage. 
HOW OLD IS YOUR NEBHf? 
The lift of a needle tip can best be 
measured In PLAYING HOURS. An LP 
record plays about 20 minutes, or one- 
third of an hour per side. 
A synthetic Sapphire (better than 
natural sapphire) Is good for about N 
hours A PFANSTIEHL Diamond Tip Is 
good for 400 to *00 hours play. 
ttt N. MAIN * 
E. WOOSTR ST. 
*3.oo offi 
WITH THIS COUPON i 
6000 THRU 
FEB. 28,1979 
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m\    mmRmcordWorU Albums 
"M. *■■*■.  bM.  Mi    tii. I UM 
1        1    SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN 
BEE GEES 
RSO RS 1 3041 
18th Weekl 
■as 
«T? 
it 
17 
1     MINUTI SV MINUTE DOOBIE BROTHERS/Worner B.o. 
BSK 3193 
1    Ml STRAITS/Wa.n.r   Broi   BSK 3266 
S    1 MOII PEACHES I HERB/Polydor/MVP PD I 6172 
4    UOMOil HAVI MOM FUN ROD STEWART/Womar B.o. 
BSK 3261 
* IP/IN' INSIDf YOUR lOVt GEORGE BENSON/Womer Bros 
2BSK 3277 
II     DfSCHATION ANCIIS BAD COMPANY/Swon Song SS 
8506 (All) 
7    S1ND STREET BILLY   JOEl/Columbia FC 35609 
»    CtUISIN' VILLAGE PEOPLE/Coioblonco NSIP 71 IB 
II    HfAKIAST IN AMERICA SUPER I RAMP /AIM SP 3708 
* MIEFCASE PULL Of SUMS BLUES BtOTHERS/Atlantic SO 
10217 
II     ENUCH1INID ROOUIS THE AllMAN   BROTHERS BANO/ 
Capricorn CPN 0211 
10 LOVi TRACKS GLORIA GAYNOR/Poljdor PD 6184 
11 PARALLEL LINES BIONDIE/Chryialii CHR 1102 
14    BUSTIN' OUT OF I SEVEN RICK JAMES   Gord, G7 01411 
IMolownl 
It    DESTINY   JACKSONS/Epic )E   35552 
II     CHEAP TRICK AT BUDOKAN Ep.t FE 3S79S 
21    WE ARE FAMILY SISTER SlEOGE/CoMlior. SO 5200 IAH1 
17    TOTALLY HOT OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN/MCA 30o7 
It    INSTANT FUNK/Solioul SA B5I3 IRCAI 
CHARTMAKER   OF THE WEEK 
EQ     —    VAN HAUN II 
Warner Bros. HS 3312 
^■F 
SAUSMAKEKOFTHEWtlK FUSHMAKER 
■MAKFAST IN AMERICA 
SUPERTRAMP 
A&M 
rOU'M NEVER ALONE 
WITH A SCHIZOPHRENIC 
IAN HUNTER 
Chrysalis  
Ed. note: The Chartmaker of the Week is the new 
release entering the chart at the highest position. 
The Saleemaker registered the largest Increase In 
•alee during the week, end the Flashmaker was 
most widely added to FM radio ptayllsts. 
LASS 
DISCO AT ITS FINEST 
Open Wed. thru Sat. 
Wed. College ID night & Draft Beer Night 
Friday April 20   Appearing in Concert 
"THE RAES" 
Admission (or show ' 1.05 
3415 DORR AT BYRNE 
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Veckcnd plus Bowling Green 
— 
* 
Bowling Green 
Tm Scott Trio (|4UZ> 
e*n*t«Y's Saloon, Holiday Inn, 
i590E;WoosttrSt. 
9:39 p.m. to 1:30a.m. Thurs. 
Sat., Toes , Wed 
no cover 
Coffeehouse 
James Durst 
8 11 p.m , Thurs   and Frl. 
Some Other Place, 110 N. Main. 
LocowMd 
9:30p.m. to2a.m. Frl. Sun. 
cover . si 50   I to 9 30 p m.. 
$1   1:30p.m. to2a.m. 
UAO Disco. Side Door. Union 
9pm to lam .Sal. 
cover: 50 cants 
Bowling Green String Trio 
Rtotal Hall. College ol 
Musical Arts 
• p.m.. Sun. 
,r
" Toledo 
Byrnegete Club. 115 S. Byrne, 
The other Half 
930 pm  to 2 a.m. Thurs  Sat. 
cover: no information available 
Tucker Blues Band 
Mines Red Dog Sa loon. 5112 
Lewis Avt. 
ThursSat 
Beach Boys 
Centennial Hall. University of 
Toledo 
7 p.m., Sun. 
Tickets  W SO and « SO 
Tubes and April Win* 
Sports Arena 
Sun. 
Tickets: Seadv . 17 day of show 
Elsewhere 
Flrefall, Mark Tanner Band 
Palace Theatre, Cleveland 
7:30p.m. Thurs. 
Tickets: W.SOaoV.lt.SO 
day of show 
Billy Joel 
Cobo Hall, Detroit. Mich. 
Sat. 
Cheap Trick, no 
Palace Theatre, Cleveland 
7:30p.m. Man. 
Tickets: $7 50 adv., H.so 
day of show 
ves 
Olympla. Detroit, Mich. 
Wed. 
'.'Cries and Whispers" 
210 Math Sciences: I p.m., 
Thur. 
"The Chine Syndrome)" 
Stadium Cinema. 7:30f.»: 30 
p.m. 
"The Deer Hooter" 
Stadium Cinema: • p.m. 
" The Eyes of Laura Mars" 
JIOMath-Sclence: 7j,»p m 
"Fastbreak" 
Cleiel:7:30«i»:»p.m. 
"Mldnloht Express" and "Taxi 
Driver" 
Portage Drive-In i at dark 
" Revenge of the Cheerleaders" 
210 Math Science   midnight 
"Pardon Mon Affair" 
210 Math Science: fp.m. Wed. 
ToMo 
"Buck Rogers In the 25th 
Century" 
Franklin Park Cinemas: 1.3.5. 
7. 1:45 HO: 30 p.m. 
"The Champ" 
Showcase Cinemas: 1:05,3:15, 
5:25, 7.401. 10p.m. 
"Coming Home" 
Frenkiin Park Cinemas: 1:05. 
4 05,7 20«.«:40pm 
"Heaven Can Welt" 
Southwyck 1: 3,5.7 V ♦ p.m. 
"Hurricane" 
Showcase Clnemes: 1,3: If, 
5 20.7:35 J.v:55pm 
"Richard Pryor Filmed Live In 
Concert" 
Franklin Park Cinemas: 1:30, 
3:10.5:15.7:30*9:50 p.m. 
"Superman" 
Showcase Cinemas: 1:15,4:10, 
7 15a,»:45p.m. 
"The Warriors" 
Glenbyrnel: 5, 719:15 p.m. 
'alas pea- VentX 
» 
"The Beautiful People" 
Main Auditorium: I p.m. 
Thur.-Sat. 
"Fiddler on the Root" 
Westgate Dinner Theater, 
Toledo: 4:15Tues. Sat., noon 
Sun.*, Wed. 
Brant* 
Flctln reading by Margaret 
Willey 
Commuter Center: 9:15 p.m 
Mon. 
Jerry Rubin  UAO lecture 
Grand Ballroom: Ip.m. Wed. 
Afrohio Art Exhibition 
Gallery, McFall Center: 2 5 
p.m. Mon.-Sun. 
Epicurean Pleasures Exhibit 
Browsing Room. Union: Mon.. 
Sun. 
EXTRA! 
Beatlemania remembered 
What were the number one single and album of 
early April in 1964, according to Billboard 
Magazine? An educated and correct guess would be 
the Beatles "Can't Buy Me Love" and "Meet The 
Beatles", respectively. 
If that wasn't enough, the fab four placed these 
singles In the Top 100 that same week:"Twlst and 
Shout" (2); "She Loves You" (3); "I Want To Hold 
Your Hand" (4); "Please Please Me (5); "I Saw Her 
Standing There" (31); "From Me To You" (41); "Do 
You Want To Know A Secret?" (46); "All My Loving" 
(58); "You Can't Do That (65); "Roll Over Beethoven" 
(68); and "Thank You Girl" (79). 
In addition, three Beatles albums that are now 
collectors items also occupied chart positions: 
"Introducing The Beatles" on Vee Jay Records (2); 
"The Beatles" on MQM Records (77); and "Jolly 
Whatl The Beatles and Frank Ifleld" on Vee Jay 
Records (135). Ringo Starr only wishes he could be 
so lucky today. 
Wonder-ing about plants 
After a five-year layoff, Stevie Wonder Is donning 
his high heeled sneakers and hitting the road. His 
major American and European tour will come with 
the release of his new album. "The Secret Life of 
Plants," which is also the soundtrack of a 
documentary film of the same title directed by 
Walon ("The Hellstrom Chronicle") Green. "The 
Secret Life" is Wonder's first release In two years. 
-Us magazine 
Sexy Cher 
True, Cher struts about like a sex symbol, but 
don't confuse Image with reality. "People seem to 
think I sleep with the entire Mormon Tabernacle 
Choir," she frets. "But In my entire adult life, I've 
only been with four men. And I was married to 
Sonny for 11 years. Listen, I have friends who have 
been with 37 men. But people Insist I'm the one 
who's fly-by-night." 
Cher, now a single parent who says she's ar- 
med with a new awareness of where she's going, Is 
back In the limelight—this time as a disco singer 
with a new LP, 'Take Me Home." Cher also had an 
NBC-TV special on March 7 and plans to start a 
new movie, "The Enchanted Cottage" In September. 
"I want to be classy now," Cher said when asked 
about her new image. "I want longevity." 
'Us' magazine 
-Set" 
*Si 
HAS IT ALL FOR YOU! 
MON--2 for 1 
WED-Disco & Drown 
Reduced Prices All Nidht 
HAPPY HOURS-everyday 
3:00-7:00 
Every Thurs-Fri-Sat Nites 
8-10 p.m.   — 2 for 1 
SUN--18 &Over Nite 
BEST IN DISCO & ROCK MUSIC 
• NO COVER* 
>-\ 162 N. MAIN ym. 
gj^ NEXT TO REDWOOD        ^Mi 
